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ABSTRACT 
 
Hernandez, Maria Belen. Life and Legacy of Luis Gianneo: A Comprehensive Study of his 
Compositions for Violin. Published Doctor of Arts dissertation, University of Northern 
Colorado, 2020. 
 
The purpose of this research is to promote the complete works of composer Luis Gianneo 
(1897–1968) through the analysis of his pieces for violin, including the Aymara Violin Concerto, 
the Sonata for Violin and Piano, Cinco Piezas for violin and piano, and Tres Piezas for violin 
solo. These pieces represent the wide variety of the styles and compositional techniques that 
Gianneo explored during his lifetime. In his violin concerto and works for violin and piano, 
Gianneo cultivated Argentine nationalism as well as European influences such as Neoclassicism. 
Later in his life, in Tres Piezas for violin solo, he experimented with serialism. 
A brief history of music in Argentina will contextualize the composer’s works and legacy 
in his native country and the world. Through the study and analysis of his violin works, the 
student and scholar will better grasp Gianneo’s unique musical language and style. 
Gianneo’s life impacted not only musicians, but also institutions, which he was 
committed to creating and improving. He created many youth orchestras and participated in the 
leadership of musical associations. Today, many conservatories, libraries, and a string quartet in 
Argentina are named after Luis Gianneo. There is, however, a lack of in-depth information about 
the composer, particularly in sources other than publications in Spanish. This research intends to 
promote Gianneo’s music, encourage the publication of his works, and bring to light his life and 
musical legacy as a source of information for those looking to learn more about Gianneo. 
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PREFACE 
 
Luis Gianneo’s compositions have become neglected outside of Argentina and Latin 
America. Consequently, there is currently a lack of in-depth information about the composer 
other than sources in Spanish. Additionally, the existing sources rarely do justice to Gianneo’s 
versatility as a composer. This study seeks to begin to correct this omission by investigating 
Gianneo’s variety of styles and compositional techniques, both historically and through the 
analysis of his works for violin.  
Chapter One provides a brief history of music in Argentina, dealing with the impact of 
Spanish colonization and the evolution of folk music, the establishment of cultural organizations 
after the Revolución de Mayo, Argentine independence, the birth of tango, the many waves of 
European immigrants and their respective influences, the Grupo Renovación, nationalism, and 
the Argentine response to avant-garde music.  
Chapter Two introduces Luis Gianneo’s life and works, including his childhood in 
Buenos Aires (1897–1923), the 20 years he spent in Tucumán (1923–1942), his trips to Europe 
(1938, 1960,  1967), and his return to Buenos Aires (1943–1968). Gianneo dedicated his life to 
music as a pianist, conductor, pedagogue, and composer. This chapter will explore his 
compositions, style, and other aspects of his professional endeavors, contextualizing the 
composer’s works and legacy in his native country and the world. 
Chapter Three presents a comprehensive historical, cultural, and musical analysis of the 
Aymara Violin Concerto. The Aymara Violin Concerto is one of the most often requested scores 
by Luis Gianneo for performance in Argentina and around the world. The analysis of the 
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concerto considers the influence of Gianneo’s years in Tucumán. Additionally, the chapter 
investigates Gianneo’s contribution to the Fleisher Collection of Orchestral Music at the Free 
Library of Philadelphia.  
Chapter Four provides background information, study, and analysis of Gianneo’s works 
for violin and piano and violin solo. These works illustrate contrasting styles in his musical 
language, from simple traditional folk rhythms to neotonal and twelve-tone serial compositions.  
Chapter Five serves as a conclusion of this research, reviewing Gianneo’s legacy. This 
chapter will explore the current growing interest in the composer’s music. The present study 
endeavors to provide more comprehensive coverage of Gianneo’s life and legacy with the 
intention of encouraging the study, performance, recording, editing, and publication of 
Gianneo’s music. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION: HISTORY OF MUSIC IN ARGENTINA 
FROM THE COLONIAL PERIOD TO THE 1960s 
The study of Argentine music, particularly as it evolved in Buenos Aires, requires an 
examination of events and movements that shaped Argentina as a nation. In its history as in its 
music, Argentina maintains a deep connection to its European roots: Buenos Aires is often called 
“the Paris of South America.”1 Its wide boulevards, narrow alleys, large cathedrals, and 
European architecture are a direct reflection of the Old Continent. The relationship between 
Europe and Argentina began with the colonization of the Americas. 
The Colonial Period 
In exploring South America, the conquistadors found an extensive territory inhabited by 
several indigenous groups. The region now known as Argentina was populated by the Diaguitas, 
Guaraníes, Querandíes, Charrúas, Chanás, Abipones, Puelches, and Patagones, among many 
other tribes.2 Their musical activities included singing, playing musical instruments, and 
dancing. European travelers described the musical instruments and dances of the region in their 
writings, commonly mentioning different kinds of flutes, horns, and drums. According to Martín 
del Barco Centenera, for example, warriors played flutes, horns, and drums as they prepared to 
attack their enemies. In 1658, Diego de Torres recorded his impression of the inhabitants of the 
Calchaquíes valleys, recalling the natives yelling and playing flutes and horns.3 Even though the 
                                                          
1 Colin M. Lewis, Argentina: A Short History (Oxford: One World Publications, 2002), 1. 
2 Vicente Gesualdo, La Música en la Argentina (Buenos Aires: Editorial Stella, 1988), 9. 
3 Vicente Gesualdo, La Música en la Argentina, 10–14. 
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indigenous groups in current Argentina were active musicians, the strongest cultural influences 
came from more developed, neighboring civilizations, such as the Inca Empire in the northwest 
and the Araucanians in south-central Chile.4 
Pedro de Mendoza (1487–1537), who later founded Buenos Aires, arrived in the region 
in 1536. Many musicians came with him, including Juan Jara, Diego de Acosta, Juan Gabriel 
Lezcano, Antonio Rodrígues, and Sebastian de Salerno. In an attempt to evangelize and colonize 
the tribes, music was used to communicate with the natives. Among the first missionaries who 
taught music were Jesuit Alonso Barzana (1528–1598) and Franciscan Francisco Solano (1549–
1610).5 
In the early seventeenth century, many Argentine churches had organs, which brought 
about the first generation of Argentine organists. Although Buenos Aires and Santiago del Estero 
were intellectual hubs, the city of Córdoba, founded in 1573, became the cultural epicenter of the 
region.6 Argentina’s first university was established in Córdoba in 1613. It is now one of the 
oldest universities in Latin America.7 
Many other Jesuit musicians followed missionaries Alonso Barzana and Francisco 
Solano, including Juan Vaisseau (1584–1623), Luis Berger (1588–1639), Pedro Comental 
(1595–1664), Domenico Zipoli (1688–1725), Antonio Sepp (1655–1733), Martin Schmid (1694–
1773), Juan Mesner (1703–1768), Juan Fecha (1727–1812), and Florian Paucke (1719–1780).8  
Domenico Zipoli stands out as one of the most remarkable musicians to have worked for 
the Jesuit missions in Argentina, also known as reducciones (reductions) in Spanish. Zipoli was a 
                                                          
4 Rodolfo Arizaga and Pompeyo Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina (Buenos Aires: Melos, 2015), 9. 
5 Vicente Gesualdo, “La Música en la Argentina durante el período colonial,” Revista Musical Chilena 16/81–82 
(July–December 1962), 125. 
6 Vicente Gesualdo, “La Música en la Argentina durante el período colonial,” 126. 
7 https://www.unc.edu.ar/english/historial-overview; accessed 5 February 2020. 
8 Gesualdo, “La Música en la Argentina durante el período colonial,” 127. 
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composer and organist born in Prato da Toscana, Italy. This prolific composer wrote many 
oratorios, though only two of them, San Antonio di Padova (1712) and Santa Caterina, Virgine, 
e Martire (1714), survive today. Zipoli worked in the Jesuit church in Rome as an organist. 
During his stay in Rome he wrote many keyboard pieces, including the famous Sonate 
d’Intavolatura. According to American musicologist Robert Stevenson, Zipoli’s music was in 
high demand in South America at the time. Stevenson states that “the viceroy in Lima asked for 
copies, and as late as 1784 a three-part orchestrally accompanied mass was copied in Potosí and 
sent to Sucre (Higher Peru, now Bolivia).”9 
The missionaries taught Argentine natives how to play Western musical instruments 
brought from Europe, including violins, guitars, harps, lutes, cellos, and oboes. Many 
missionaries founded chamber orchestras and taught the natives to build musical instruments. 
Moreover, they imparted musical education based on the diatonic, seven-tone scale system. The 
region’s popular music embraced the Western tonal and metric systems during the eighteenth 
century. 
Florian Paucke (or Baucke), born in Winzig, Silesia, arrived in Buenos Aires in 1749 in 
the company of two other Jesuit musicians, Martin Dobrizhoffer and Julian Knogler. They 
moved to Córdoba in the same year. A virtuoso violinist and composer, Paucke was invited to 
play concerts in Buenos Aires in the Church of San Ignacio and in the residence of the governor. 
Paucke also instructed natives in violin playing and founded a violin orchestra in the Mocobíes 
territory. In his writings, Paucke mentions one violin pupil, Francisco, who taught the other 
natives how to hold the bow and play trills and other ornaments in Paucke’s absence.10 
                                                          
9 Robert Stevenson, “Zipoli, Domenico,” Grove Music Online. 2001: Accessed 6 February 2020, 
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000030997. 
10 Gesualdo, La Música en la Argentina, 32. 
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In 1767, Charles III of Spain ordered the expulsion of the Jesuits from South America. 
According to Magnus Mörner, the king “explained this extraordinary measure in only vague and 
mysterious terms.”11 The first portion of the report explaining the expulsion has been missing 
since approximately 1815.12  
After the Jesuits’ dismissal, the governor of Buenos Aires, Francisco de Paula Bucarelli, 
invited the caciques (indigenous chiefs) to Buenos Aires. According to the French explorer 
Bougainville, the governor told the natives that they were now free from Jesuit influence. 
Bougainville narrates his memory of visiting natives, lodged at a former Jesuit residence, and 
hearing an indigenous chief play the violin.13 Even though the Jesuits were forced to leave, their 
musical seeds continued growing long after their departure, laying the foundation for future 
generations. 
The Viceroyalty of the Río de la Plata (Virreinato del Río de la Plata) was established in 
1776, and Buenos Aires became its capital city. The new political structure and resulting 
economic advancements contributed to growth in cultural activities. Salons and tertulias (social 
gatherings) connected artists, intellectuals, and musicians. In these aristocratic gatherings, 
musicians performed pieces by Pergolesi, Haydn, Boccherini, Pleyel, and Stamitz, among 
others.14 Slaves and descendants of African origin met at significantly contrasting venues; their 
dancing meetings were called candombes, tambos, or tangos. The slave gatherings grew rapidly 
in numbers. Ultimately, they became a concern for the government and religious leaders, who 
condemned these kinds of dances and attempted to put an end to the gatherings.15 
                                                          
11 Magnus Mörner, "The Expulsion of the Jesuits from Spain and Spanish America in 1767 in Light of Eighteenth-
Century Regalism," The Americas 23/2 (1966), 156. 
12 Mörner, "The Expulsion of the Jesuits from Spain and Spanish," 156. 
13 Gesualdo, La Música en la Argentina, 32. 
14 Gesualdo, “La Música en la Argentina durante el período colonial,” 130. 
15 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 17. 
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In response to the need for larger performing arts venues, three main theaters were 
created in Buenos Aires: Teatro de Operas y Comedias (1757), Teatro de la Ranchería (1783), 
and Coliseo Provisional de Buenos Aires (1804).16 Catalan organist and composer Blas Parera 
became the orchestra director at the Coliseo Provisional de Buenos Aires after serving as 
principal organist at the Buenos Aires Cathedral and churches in La Merced and San Ignacio. 
Parera wrote many patriotic marches and songs, collaborating with Vicente López y Planes in the 
creation of Marcha Patriótica, which would later become the national anthem.17 
From National Independence to National Organization 
In 1810, the May Revolution (Revolución de Mayo) removed Viceroy Baltazar Hidalgo 
de Cisneros from power; a local government (Primera Junta) was established on May 25. 
Patriotic songs were sung with enthusiastic pride, and the Buenos Aires musical scene reflected 
the feeling of freedom through performances of patriotic marches. Poetry set to popular music 
(typically with guitar accompaniment) evolved into letrillas, cielitos, glosas, endechas, and 
sonetos, among other types of songs.18  
The main voices of these genres were poets and musicians known as payadores and 
romanceros. Bartolomé Hidalgo (1788–1822) was a prominent singer who contributed to the era 
with his famous cielitos. The first philharmonic societies began to flourish, and many 
professional musicians and actors of international fame performed in the Río de la Plata region.19 
On July 9, 1816, the United Provinces of the Río de la Plata (Provincias Unidas del Río 
de la Plata) declared their independence from Spain, and Argentina became a sovereign nation. 
                                                          
16 Gesualdo, “La Música en la Argentina durante el período colonial,” 132. 
17 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 18. 
18 Gesualdo, La Música en la Argentina, 59. 
19 Rodolfo Arizaga, Enciclopedia de la Música Argentina (Buenos Aires: Fondo Nacional de las Artes, 1971), 16. 
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Even though the new country had secured self-government, anarchy and caudillismo20 prevented 
the establishment of a well-structured national organization.  
In the midst of this political disarray, intellectuals, artists, and musicians continued to 
gather and promote the creation of cultural institutions. Among the many societies and 
institutions founded at the time were the University of Buenos Aires (established in 1821),21 the 
Sociedad del Buen Gusto en el Teatro, the Academia de Música (founded in 1822 by Italian 
musician Virgilio Rabaglio), the Sociedad Literaria, and the musical periodical El Orfeo 
Musical.22 Efforts to organize the country culminated in the election of Argentina’s first 
president, Bernardino Rivadavia (1780–1845), in 1826. 
During this early period of independence, José Antonio Picasarri (1769–1843) was a 
distinguished musician who worked as the maestro de capilla of the Buenos Aires Cathedral. In 
1836, he conducted the South American premiere of Ludwig van Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis.23 
Other influential musicians of the time include Juan Pedro Esnaola (1808–1878), who founded 
the Escuela de Música y Canto with José Antonio Picasarri; violinist and conductor Vicenzo Tito 
Massoni (1798–1878), who premiered Rossini’s Barber of Seville in Buenos Aires; and Mariano 
Pablo Rosquellas (1790–1859), who organized the first opera company in the region.24 
                                                          
20 “The system of rule by a caudillo (from Latin capitellum, meaning head). A caudillo is a political boss or 
overlord, the leader or chief of a politically distinctive territory. Caudillismo surfaced as a consequence of the wars 
of independence in Latin America after 1810. The power vacuum left by the fall of the Spanish empire in the 
Americas was filled in by the rise of caudillos—usually regional military officers—who became the guarantors of 
basic social peace and political stability in the regions they controlled militarily.” Francisco E. González, 
“Caudillismo” Oxford Reference, accessed 12 Feb. 2020, 
https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803095555783#:~:text=Quick%20Reference,in
%20Latin%20America%20after%201810. 
21 Arizaga, Enciclopedia de la Música Argentina, 17. 
22 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 24–27. 
23 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 24. 
24 Gesualdo, La Música en la Argentina, 79–85. 
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Juan Manuel de Rosas (1793–1877) became the governor of Buenos Aires in 1829. The 
country was at the time strongly divided into unitarian and federal parties. Rosas’ autocratic and 
controversial governing style contributed to the nation’s disunion. Estevan Echeverría (1805–
1851) and Juan Bautista Alberdi (1810–1884), both intellectuals, poets, and musicians, were 
among those who led the opposition to Rosas’ regime.25 
Salons continued serving as the main gathering venues for upper class artists and 
thinkers. The most important salons were those hosted by Mariquita Sánchez de Thompson (later 
de Mendeville,1786–1881), Manuelita Rosas (1817–1898), and Amancio Alcorta (1805–1862). 
Internationally renowned musicians arrived in Buenos Aires, including Paris Opera soloist 
Amadeo Gras (1805–1871), Italian violinists Santiago Massoni (1798–1878) and Camilo Sivori 
(1815–1894), and American pianist Louis Moreau Gottschalk (1829–1869).26 
After slavery was abolished in 1813, former slaves served primarily as household help. 
Candombes and tambos continued providing entertainment and musical expression. According to 
historian Vicente Fidel López, governor Manuel de Rosas enjoyed the lively rhythms of tambos 
and candombes.27 On the twentieth anniversary of the declaration of Argentine independence in 
1836, Rosas invited the black community to dance the candombe at the Plaza de Mayo in 
Buenos Aires. 
On February 3, 1852, a new era began, as Rosas was overthrown and Justo José de 
Urquiza became the president. This change rapidly led to the signing of the Argentine 
Constitution in 1853. The time period from 1852 to 1880 is known as the National Organization 
period. 
                                                          
25 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 30. 
26 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 34. 
27 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 34. 
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Three months after the removal of Rosas, the Club del Progreso was inaugurated. This 
high-society club was a place for aristocratic assemblies, concerts, and dances.28 The musical 
scene thrived as lyrical companies and renowned soloists performed at the Teatro de la Victoria 
and Teatro Argentino in Buenos Aires. The need for bigger venues for lyric theater led to the 
inauguration of the old Teatro Colón in 1857, the Teatro de la Opera in 1872, and the Teatro 
Politeama in 1879.  
The Sociedad Filarmónica, which had ceased its activities in 1833, resumed meetings 
and concerts in 1852. Italian conductor Alejandro Marotta was its first director.29 In 1875, 
Nicolas Bassi (1834–1897) created the Sociedad del Cuarteto, a chamber music organization that 
performed music by Schubert, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and Chopin, among others. In addition 
to chamber music, the society also organized symphonic concerts. In 1879, the orchestras of the 
Teatro Opera and Teatro Colón performed a memorable symphonic concert which included 
pieces by Beethoven, Wagner, Brahms, Thomas, and Saint Saëns.30 
Following the European artistic movement of Romanticism in the second half of the 
nineteenth century, Argentine composers began using folk melodies and popular genres in their 
works. Luis Bernasconi (1845–1885) wrote a romanza based on a national theme and Gabriel 
Díez (dates unknown) composed a series of Aires Criollos (El pericón, La vidalita, El gato, and 
La milonga).31 German composer Gustavo Nessler (1835–1905) became interested in Argentine 
popular music, and local composer Torrens Boqué (1840–1901) established himself as one of the 
first academic musicians deeply interested in música criolla.32 According to Juan Alvarez, the 
                                                          
28 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 37. 
29 Gesualdo, La Música en la Argentina, 126–127. 
30 Gesualdo, La Música en la Argentina, 137. 
31 Juan María Veniard, La Música Nacional Argentina (Buenos Aires: Instituto Nacional de Musicología “Carlos 
Vega”, 1986), 30. 
32 Juan María Veniard, La Música Nacional Argentina, 29–39. 
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genre known as criollo precedes the May Revolution. Although later nationalized, it is Spanish 
in origin, and some criollo styles can be traced to other European countries.33 
Among the originators of Argentine art music were Demetrio Rivero (1822–1889), a 
virtuoso violinist and one of the first Argentine composers to write an opera;34 Francisco 
Hargreaves (1849–1900), a prolific composer who wrote in a variety of genres ranging from 
short keyboard pieces to symphonic poems and operas; Saturnino Berón (1847–1898), a military 
musician who wrote large-scale pieces such as El Paso de los Andes for orchestra and military 
band;35 and Miguel Rojas (1845–1904), a composer who wrote some of the first Spanish lyrical 
dramas known as zarzuelas.36 
Immigration, Popular Music, and Nationalism 
European immigration resulted in rapid population growth in Argentina, especially in 
Buenos Aires. Fourteen million Italians immigrated to the New Continent between 1876 and 
1915: 29 percent went to the United States of America and 15 percent to Argentina. The largest 
Italian population centers outside of Italy were in New York City and Buenos Aires.37 Between 
1861 and 1940, net immigration of Italians was approximately 1.5 million, followed in size by 
Spanish immigrants with 1.1 million.38 
During this time of cultural contrast and assimilation, the gaucho (or gauchesco) tradition 
became the symbol of “authentic” Argentine culture. Dr. Deborah Schwartz-Kates states that 
“Argentine leaders […] symbolically selected the rural horseman as a paradigmatic native 
                                                          
33 Juan Alvarez, Origenes de la Música Argentina [1908] (Charleston, SC: Nabu Press, 2012), 62. 
34 Roberto García Morillo, Estudios sobre Música Argentina (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Culturales Argentinas, 1984), 
46–47. 
35 Veniard, La Música Nacional Argentina, 30. 
36 Veniard, La Música Nacional Argentina, 32. 
37 Samuel L. Baily, Immigrants in the Lands of Promise: Italians in Buenos Aires and New York City, 1870–1914 
(London: Cornell University Press, 1999), 2. 
38 Samuel L. Baily, "Marriage Patterns and Immigrant Assimilation in Buenos Aires, 1882–1923," The Hispanic 
American Historical Review 60/1 (February 1980), 36. 
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emblem because he personified the rich heartland of the nation and possessed the noble attributes 
of courage, independence, individualism, and machismo that could be extolled as Argentine 
virtues.”39 The aforementioned música criolla and the art of the gaucho became the folkloric 
representation of Argentina’s culture, countering the cultural fragmentation brought by mass 
immigration.40 The most famous popular dances and songs were the vidala, vidalita, escondido, 
gato, chacarera, pericón, ranchera, cifra, estilo, triste, baguala, tonada, huayno, and malambo, 
among others.41 
The first great generation of nationalist academic Argentine composers arose at the turn 
of the century. They followed nationalist political and musical movements, utilizing folk themes 
and rhythms in their works. The group included composers Alberto Williams, Arturo and Pablo 
Berutti, and Julián Aguirre. Alberto Williams (1862–1952) studied with César Franck. Williams 
consistently cultivated native forms and founded a series of music schools in Argentina.42 Both 
Arturo Berutti (1862–1938) and his brother Pablo Berutti (1866–1914) studied in Leipzig. Julian 
Aguirre (1868–1924), who studied at the Real Conservatorio de Madrid with Juan Emilio 
Arrieta, became one of the most celebrated composers of his time.43 
Numerous musicians settled in Argentina, becoming avid pedagogues and contributing to 
the rapid development of Argentine cultivated music. Among the many accomplished 
newcomers were Italians Cayetano Gaito (1852–1915) and his son Constantino Gaito (1878–
1945); Luis Romaniello (1862–1917);44 Juan Grazioso Panizza (1851–1898); Alfonso Thibaud 
                                                          
39 Deborah Schwartz-Kates, The Gauchesco Tradition as a Source of National Identity in Argentine Art Music (ca. 
1890–1955) (Ph.D. Diss., University of Texas at Austin, 1997), ix. 
40 Deborah Schwartz-Kates, The Gauchesco Tradition, x. 
41 Arturo C. Schianca, Historia de la música argentina (Buenos Aires: Ed. del Establecimiento Gráfico Argentino, 
1933), 198–199. 
42 Nicolas Slonimsky, Music of Latin America (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1946), 80. 
43 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 53–56. 
44 Constantino Gaito and Luis Romaniello were Luis Gianneo’s teachers. 
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(1861–1937), brother of famous violinist Jacques Thibaud; Cayetano Troiani (1873–1942); 
violinist Andrés Gaos (1874–1959), who introduced violin techniques he learned from his 
mentor Eugène Ysaÿe to Argentina; Santo Discépolo (1850–1906) and his sons Armando and 
Enrique Santos, who became leading popular music figures; and Italo Casella (1862–1936) and 
his son Enrique Mario Casella (1891–1948), who settled in San Miguel de Tucumán and became 
influential leaders in the country’s northern region.45 
Large percentages of the population in Buenos Aires were foreign-born. Leading up to 
World War I, immigrants accounted for 50 percent of the population of the capital city.46 With 
numerous immigrants and locals contributing to the development of the Argentine musical scene, 
the expression “Argentine music” was far from unambiguous. 
 In addition to the previously mentioned nationalist art music and the gaucho tradition, 
tango was born at the end of the nineteenth century and beginning of the twentieth century. 
African, American, and European elements converged in this style. Milonga, a type of Argentine 
song and a predecessor of tango, developed after African rhythms blended with native music, 
which was later absorbed into tango.47 If the gaucho was a symbol of the countryside, tango was 
identified as the music of the city.48 
Initially, tango was relegated to suburbs and brothels of Buenos Aires (burdeles and 
arrabales). As tango evolved, it became more socially accepted and was heard in upper-class 
neighborhoods such as Palermo and Recoleta. Some of the most important early tango 
composers were Angel G. Villoldo (1864–1919), Manuel Campoamor (1877–1914), Agutín 
                                                          
45 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 46–48. 
46 Flury, Historia de la Música Argentina, 36. 
47 Slonimsky, Music of Latin America, 77. 
48 Julia Chindemi and Pablo Vila, “La música popular argentina entre el campo y la ciudad: música campera, criolla, 
nativa, folklórica, canción federal y tango,” ArtCultura 19/34 (January–June 2017), 11. 
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Bardi (1884–1941), Juan Maglio (1883–1934), Vicente Greco (1886–1924), Juan Carlos Cobián 
(1899–1953), and Juan de Dios Filiberto (1885–1964).49 
The following generation was known as the “Centenary Generation” (Generación del 
Centenario). Most of its musicians were educated in Europe. Pedagogue and composer Carlos 
López Buchardo (1881–1948) founded and acted as director of the Conservatorio de Música y 
Arte Escénico (which later became the Conservatorio Nacional López Buchardo, the 
Conservatorio de Música de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires, and finally the Instituto Universitario 
Nacional del Arte). López Buchardo composed scenic and symphonic works. His symphonic 
poem Escenas Argentinas combines elements from nationalist and impressionist traditions.50 
Felipe Boero (1884–1958) was one of the founders of the Sociedad Nacional de Música 
(established in 1915), which later became the Sociedad Argentina de Compositores. His fame 
can be largely attributed to his opera El Matrero. Among his most celebrated compositions are 
Tucumán, Las Bacantes, Raquela, Siripo, and Zincalí.  
Ernesto Dragosch (1882–1925) studied in Berlin under the guidance of Engelbert 
Humperdinck. In his compositions Obertura Criolla and Sinfonía Argentina, Dragosch 
showcased his deep understanding of Argentine folk-music elements.51 Dragosch was the 
designated conductor of the orchestra of the Asociación del Profesorado Orquestal (APO), an 
organization that started as a worker’s union and evolved into a very important performing 
organization with the establishment of the Orquesta Filarmónica de la Asociación del 
Profesorado Orquestal. Between 1922 and mid-1930s, the APO contributed greatly to the 
development of the musical scene in Argentina. In its most memorable seasons, from 1924 to 
                                                          
49 Gesualdo, La Música en la Argentina, 156–161. 
50 Lázaro Flury, Historia de la Música Argentina (Santa Fe, Argentina: Ediciones Colmegna, 1967), 64. 
51 Lázaro Flury, Historia de la Música Argentina, 66–67. 
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1926, the APO was led by Swiss conductor Ernest Ansermet (1883–1969), who introduced novel 
compositions by Debussy, Ravel, Stravinsky, Honegger, and Prokofiev—among others—to 
Argentina. Many international and national figures conducted the APO orchestra, including 
Henry Hadley (New York Philharmonic), Clemens Krauss, Nikolai Malko, and Ottorino 
Respighi.52  
Floro Ugarte (1884–1975) and Gilardo Gilardi (1889–1963) became renowned 
pedagogues and composers. Ugarte wrote the opera Saika, symphonic poems Paisajes de Estío, 
Escenas Infantiles, and Entre las Montañas, and orchestral suites De mi Tierra and El Junco. 
Gilardi wrote the operas Ilse and La Leyenda del Urutaú, and symphonic poem El Gaucho con 
Botas Nuevas. Other nationalist composers from this generation are Celestino Piaggio (1886–
1931), Pascual de Rogatis (1880–1980), Juan Bautista Massa (1885–1938), José André (1881–
1944), Josué T. Wilkes (1883–1968), and Alfredo L. Schiuma (1885–1958).53 
When the new Teatro Colón was inaugurated in 1908, it became the country’s most 
important musical center in the country. Additionally, many orchestras had been established in 
Argentina’s existing theaters, including symphony orchestras in Tucumán, Córdoba, and Santa 
Fe.54 
The Renovation Movement: Grupo Renovación 
The previously mentioned Sociedad Nacional de Música (also referred to as the Sociedad 
Nacional de Compositores) and the Asociación del Profesorado Orquestal played a very 
important role in the birth of the Grupo Renovación, or Renovation Movement. These 
organizations brought together composers and performers with the idea of promoting new works. 
                                                          
52 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 66. 
53 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 67–69. 
54 Flury, Historia de la Música Argentina, 73. 
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The first article of the founding document of the Sociedad Nacional de Música, in fact, 
established its main goal as the premiere of original works by Argentine composers. Works were 
selected by a jury made up of the society’s founding members, composers Felipe Boero, Ricardo 
Rodríguez, Josué T. Wilkes, and José André.55 
The Grupo Renovación took advantage of the centenary anniversary of Argentine 
independence (1816–1916), the return of musicians studying in Europe due to the beginning of 
World War I, and the rise of musical nationalism in Europe to amplify the already existing 
nationalist movement in Argentina. Floro Ugarte encouraged other composers to create music 
with a “national character,” while Juan Carlos Paz (founding member of the Grupo Renovación) 
talked about “Ravelian Incas and Neo-Classic coyas” (natives of northwestern Argentina, 
Bolivia, and Perú).56 
As Western composers began experimenting with atonality and twelve-tone music during 
the first half of the twentieth century, and organizing into institutions to represent this “new 
music,” the Grupo Renovación was one of  several organizations in a number of countries that 
was modeled on the International Society of Contemporary Music, founded in Salzburg in 1922 
and made up of composers who embraced avant-garde trends and new compositional techniques. 
The Grupo Renovación became its representation in Argentina.57 
The Grupo Renovación was inaugurated in October 1929 at the venue of the Asociación 
Amigos del Arte, which had been founded in 1924 by Adelina Acevedo with the objective of 
channeling contemporary artistic tendencies.58  
                                                          
55 Guillermo Scarabino, El Grupo Renovación (1929–1944) y la Nueva Música en la Argentina del Siglo XX 
(Buenos Aires: Universitas S.R.L., 1999), 25. 
56 Guillermo Scarabino, El Grupo Renovación, 25. 
57 Guillermo Scarabino, El Grupo Renovación, 37. 
58 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 66. 
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The goal of the Asociación Amigos del Arte paired perfectly with the Grupo 
Renovación’s foundational manifesto, which encouraged the artistic advancement of its affiliates, 
the promotion of their work in public performances, the publication of their compositions, the 
promotion of affiliates’ work in other countries, and the fostering of an open dialogue concerning 
musical production and its development in Argentina.59 The manifesto was signed by Juan 
Carlos Paz (1897–1972), Jacobo Ficher (1896–1978), Juan José Castro (1895–1968), Gilardo 
Gilardi (1889–1963), and José María Castro (1892–1964).  
In 1931, Argentine composers Luis Gianneo (1897–1968) and Honorio Siccardi (1897–
1963) joined the group, as did Italian Alfredo Pinto (1891–1968) and Belgian Jules Perceval 
(1903–1963), also known as Julio Perceval. In 1933, some members left the group, including 
Gilardi, Pinto, Perceval, and Juan José Castro. Memberships can be traced through concert 
programs, personal bios, and resumes. Pinto and Perceval were only listed in programs for a 
handful of concerts.  
By its fourth year, the group had gained and maintained a steadier membership, including 
José María Castro, Ficher, Paz, Gianneo, and Siccardi. In 1941, Washington Castro (1909–2004) 
became a member after performing in concerts. Juan Carlos Paz left the group in 1941 followed 
by Gianneo in 1944.60 The range of artistic perspectives and professional commitments among 
the members of the group may explain the fluctuation in its size. Juan José Castro led a busy 
conducting career, while Luis Gianneo lived and worked in San Miguel de Tucumán, and 
Siccardi in Lomas de Zamora.61 
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Italian composer and pedagogue Eduardo Fornarini was a unifying force in the 
Renovation Movement. He was the composition instructor of three of the movement’s five 
founding members, the Castro brothers, Juan Carlos Paz, and Luis Gianneo. Fornarini’s studio 
was a place where composers gathered to analyze in depth a wide variety of works. Fornarini’s 
role has been compared to that of Nadia Boulanger and Arnold Schönberg, who also created a 
circle of disciples and followers in Paris and Vienna, respectively.62 
Juan Carlos Paz was the most experimental of the composers in the group, using twelve-
tone techniques, while others mainly cultivated nationalist and neoclassical styles. Paz, the 
Castro brothers, and Gianneo first studied with Constantino Gaito and Eduardo Fornarini. Paz 
and Juan José Castro later studied with Vincent D’Indy in Paris. Ficher, born in Russia, studied 
composition with three disciples of Rimsky-Korsakov (Nikolai Sokolov, Nikolai Cherepinn, and 
Maximilian Steinberg) and violin with Leopold Auer.  
Gilardo Gilardi, mentioned in the previous generation of musicians, was the oldest of the 
group. He studied with his father and Pablo Berutti. Honorio Siccardi studied with Boero, 
Dragosch, Berutti, Gilardi, and in Italy with Gian Francesco Malipiero. Washington Castro 
studied cello with Maurice Marechal. It was not until later in his life that he explored 
composition and conducting.63 The aesthetics and opinions of the group members were neither 
uniform nor static. Even though some of the members studied under the guidance of the same 
teachers, they developed in unique ways. 
The Grupo Renovación’s concerts took place primarily at the salon of the Asociación 
Amigos del Arte. Other venues included the Asociación Wagneriana, the Teatro del Pueblo, and 
the assembly hall at the Volta building belonging to the Compañía Argentina de Electricidad.  
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Even though the Grupo Renovación’s manifesto only mentions the promotion of 
affiliates’ works and national musical production, their concerts also featured works by past and 
contemporary composers, including J. S. Bach, Couperin, Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, Janáček, 
Poulenc, Hindemith, Debussy, Stravinsky, Ravel, Honegger, Bartok, Szymanowski, Berg, and 
Britten, among many others.. In addition to performances in the regular concerts, members’ 
compositions were included in national and international events. The International Society for 
Contemporary Music, for example, often included works by members of the Grupo Renovación 
in its yearly festivals.64 
The group’s activities ceased in 1944, when most of its members had left the group to 
continue with professional commitments and form new organizations. Former members of the 
Grupo Renovación José María Castro, Juan José Castro, Jacobo Ficher, and Luis Gianneo started 
the Liga de Compositores de la Argentina in 1947 with ambitious goals of musical promotion 
including concerts, recordings, musical editions, and publications. This organization was soon 
dissolved.65 
Twentieth-Century Music and Cultural Institutions 
Juan Carlos Paz left the Grupo Renovación in 1936. The following year, he started a 
series of concerts named Conciertos de Nueva Música supported by Elena Sansinena de Elizalde, 
the president of the Asociación Amigos del Arte. Paz strove to promote avant-garde music and 
the latest trends in contemporary music. In a similar vein, the Agrupación Nueva Música was 
established in 1944. Its members included Julio Perceval, Daniel Devoto, Esteban Eitler, Enrique 
Belloc, Mario Davidowsky, and many others.66 
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The events surrounding World War II caused many European musicians to make their 
way to the Americas. Among the most influential were Spanish composer Manuel de Falla 
(1876–1946), who settled in Córdoba; Spanish composer and conductor Julián Bautista (1901–
1961); Viennese composer Guillermo Graetzer (1914–1993), who was a disciple of Paul 
Hindemith and later one of the founders of Collegium Musicum de Buenos Aires;67 and Croatian 
violinist Ljerko Spiller (1908–2008), who became one of the leading figures in music education 
in Argentina.68 
As an element of Argentinian popular music, tango had slowly become a more socially 
accepted genre. During the 1930s, tango singer Carlos Gardel (1890–1935) rose to indisputable 
success and fame. By the end of the decade, tango orchestras had become the center of attention 
in the genre, displacing singing and dancing as the unique elements of tango.  
The most notorious tango orchestras were conducted by Juan D’Arienzo, Anibal Troilo, 
Miguel Caló, Carlos di Sarli, Lucio Demare, Elvino Vardaro, Osvaldo Pugliese, Angel 
D’Agostino, and Angel Vargas, among others.69 As tango became more accepted, many 
academic composers started including tango melodies and rhythms in their compositions. In 
1958, for example, Gilardo Gilardi wrote a solo piano piece titled Tango. Later, Astor Piazzolla 
(1921–1992) introduced a stylized and modernized version of tango that gained acceptance 
worldwide. 
National academic music had a rebirth with two Argentine composers who became 
national icons, Alberto Ginastera (1916–1983) and Carlos Guastavino (1912–2000). Both 
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composers followed the legacy of Alberto Williams, using criollo music as the basis of their 
compositions. In spite of this similarity, these two composers had many stylistic differences.  
Alberto Ginastera was a champion of academic music. He taught at the Conservatorio 
Nacional de Música and later played a role in the creation of the Facultad de Ciencias y Artes 
Musicales de la Universidad Católica Argentina. Ginastera wrote music for ballet, symphonies, 
cantatas, operas, string quartets, pieces for piano solo, concertos, and many songs and short 
pieces. Ginastera’s style transformed throughout his career, at times exploring polytonality and 
atonality.70  
In contrast, Guastavino’s music always remained close to tonality and popular music. His 
compositions consist primarily of songs (for piano and voice) and choral works. Among his most 
celebrated songs are Se equivocó la paloma, Pueblito, and La rosa y el sauce. Guastavino was 
known as “The Argentine Schubert” or “the Schubert of the Pampas” for his lyricism and 
extensive song repertoire.71 
Radio stations played a very important role in the diffusion and promotion of national 
music. Radio El Mundo invited Manuel de Falla to conduct a series of concerts in 1941 and 
1942. The station had its own symphony orchestra that was often conducted by national and 
international personalities, including Arthur Rubinstein and Carlos Suffern.  
In 1945, Luis Gianneo started the station’s first youth symphony, the Orquesta Sinfónica 
Juvenil Argentina.72 Radio Belgrano and Radio Splendid had symphony orchestras as well. 
Radio Rivadavia hosted a series of concerts and commissioned works by Argentine musicians, 
including the Concerto for Bandoneon and Orchestra by Astor Piazzolla. Radio Nacional 
                                                          
70 Sergio Pujol, Cien Años de Música Argentina, 103. 
71 Jonathan Kulp, “Carlos guastavino: The Intersection of Música Culta and Música Popular in Argentine song” 
Revista de Música Latinoamericana 24/1 (Spring 2003), 42. 
72 Jorge Oscar Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Culturales Argentinas, 1980), 51. 
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(established in 1937 as Radio del Estado) formed its first symphony orchestra in 1950, named 
the Orquesta Sinfónica de Radio Nacional. Its performances at the Aula Magna of the Facultad 
de Derecho were free of charge and broadcasted to the entire country. The concerts always 
included works by Argentine composers, either winners of composition competitions or 
commissioned by the radio station.73  
In 1955, Radio Nacional created its first youth orchestra, conducted by Luis Gianneo. 
The orchestra was at the time known as the Orquesta Sinfónica Juvenil de Radio del Estado and 
later became the Orquesta Sinfónica Juvenil de Radio Nacional.74 In addition to radio, other 
institutions played a significant role in the promotion of national music, including the Mozarteum 
Argentina (1952), Asociación de Conciertos de Cámara (1952), Asociación de Jóvenes 
Compositores de la Argentina (1957), Fondo Nacional de las Artes (1958), and Consejo 
Argentino de Música (1960).75 During the first half of the 20th century, symphony orchestras 
were established across the country, including the Orquesta Estable del Teatro Colón, the 
Orquesta del Teatro Argentino de la Plata, the Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional in Buenos Aires, 
and numerous symphony orchestras in Córdoba, Rosario, Santa Fe, Tucumán, Paraná, 
Corrientes, Mendoza, and San Juan.76  
The musical scene in the provinces also grew during the twentieth century, with center 
around major theaters, including the Teatro El Círculo (Rosario), the Teatro Rivera Indarte 
(Córdoba), the Teatro Alberdi (Tucumán), and 3 de Febrero (Entre Ríos).77 Symphony 
                                                          
73 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 78–79. 
74 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 57. 
75 Gesualdo, La Música en la Argentina, 214–217. 
76 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 86. 
77 Arizaga and Camps, Historia de la Música en Argentina, 82. 
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orchestras, choral organizations, ballet companies, composers, and performers continued to 
benefit from the proliferation of artistic institutions through the years. 
The musical and artistic landscape changed dramatically during the 1960s, as social 
movements, as well as scientific and technological discoveries, transformed the world. Social 
revolutions, counterculture, television, rock, and the Moon landing, among many other events, 
closed one period in history and started a new era. The establishment of cultural and educational 
institutions by previous generations ultimately assisted youth in navigating these new times.  
The present chapter has provided a brief history of music in Argentina, dealing with the 
impact of Spanish colonization, the establishment of cultural organizations, the evolution of 
Argentine folk music and the birth of tango, the many waves of European immigrants, the Grupo 
Renovación, and the Argentine response to avant-garde music. Taking Argentine history into 
account, the following chapter will explore Luis Gianneo’s compositions, style, and other aspects 
of his professional endeavors, contextualizing the composer’s works and legacy in his native 
country and the world. 
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CHAPTER II 
LUIS GIANNEO: HIS LIFE AND HIS WORKS 
Life 
Luis Gianneo was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, on January 9, 1897. His parents, 
Domingo Gianneo and Vicenta Pascua, were both Italian immigrants. Luis had three younger 
siblings (Ana María, Miguel, and Luisa) and five older siblings (Delia, Florencio, Carmen, 
Silvio, and Clebia Ester). The family first resided near the Plaza Congreso, later moving to a 
neighborhood in Flores, where Luis spent most of his childhood.  
The Gianneos relocated to the Palacio del Congreso neighborhood when Luis was nine 
years old. There, the Gianneos built a lasting friendship with their neighbors, husband and wife 
Azio Ghidoni and Dominda Bulgarelli. Childhood and adolescent friendships developed between 
the families; Luis eventually married one of the Ghidoni daughters, Josefina “Fanny” Ghidoni, 
and his brother Miguel married their other daughter, Juana Ghidoni.  
Comprised of musicians and music lovers, the Gianneo family was very musical.  In fact, 
multiple Gianneo children either became musicians or married musicians. Luis’ brother 
Florencio was a cello player, while Miguel became a professional violinist. Luis’ sisters Luisa 
and Carmen married cellist Vicente Vernavá and violinist Juan Porro,
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respectively.1 Luis married Josefina “Fanny” Ghidoni on December 21, 1921. Josefina, born on 
February 18, 1899, was a professional pianist and teacher. Luis and Josefina’s daughters, Celia 
and Brunilda, were born during Gianneo’s 20-year stay in Tucumán and became professional 
musicians themselves. Celia (piano) and Brunilda (violin) eventually moved to Europe to 
continue their musical studies and settled permanently on the Old Continent.  
Luis Gianneo received his early musical education from his father and later studied piano 
with Luis Romaniello and Ernesto Dragosch, and composition with Constantino Gaito and 
Eduardo Fornarini.2 His studies were interrupted by an opportunity to move to the northern 
province of Tucumán in July of 1923. Luis and his wife Josefina relocated to the north after their 
brother-in-law, Vicente Vernavá, invited Gianneo to join the faculty at the Instituto Musical 
Tucumán. At the time, Vernavá was serving as cello professor at the institute. Gianneo became 
co-director of the institute soon after his arrival, stepping into the position in 1924, after Italian 
director and pianist Lorenzi returned to his native country. Uruguayan violinist and composer 
Enrique Mario Casella,3 who arrived in Tucumán in 1921, served as co-director.  
Casella and Gianneo’s working relationship through the institute developed into a 
personal friendship as they performed chamber music together and shared the experience of 
living in the northern province. Together they founded the Asociación Sinfónica in 1925, for 
which Casella and Gianneo took turns performing as soloists and conducting.4 A program dated 
1937 clarifies that the Asociación Sinfónica was a performing organization belonging to the 
                                                          
1 Jorge Oscar Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Culturales Argentinas, 1980), 14. 
2 See Chapter 1 for more information about Gianneo’s educators. 
3 See Chapter 1 for more information about Casella. 
4 Roberto Espinoza, La Cultura en el Tucumán del Siglo XX: Diccionario Monográfico (Tucumán: Universidad 
Nacional de Tucumán, 2006), 72. 
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Instituto Musical Tucumán, referred to also as the Sociedad de Conciertos del Instituto Musical 
Tucumán.5  
In addition to serving on faculty at the institute, Gianneo also taught at the Academia de 
Bellas Artes and collaborated with its president, Alex Conrad. In 1935, Gianneo became the 
president of the Sociedad Sarmiento, an institution dedicated to the advancement of literature and 
local authors. Gianneo also occasionally served as organist at the church Iglesia San Francisco, 
and as president of La Peña, an organization that promoted local artists and intellectual 
gatherings.6 
While dedicated to the development of the arts in Tucumán, Gianneo maintained his 
connections and commitments in Buenos Aires. After Gianneo joined the Grupo Renovación in 
1931,7 his music was heard often in the group’s concerts.8 Gianneo participated in gatherings and 
events as a member of the group until 1944 when, in a letter dated April 14, 1944, he 
communicated to his colleagues that he would no longer be part of the group. The brief note does 
not state any reason for his distancing. The members requested an explanation without accepting 
or denying Gianneo’s departure, but there is no available documentation clarifying the 
                                                          
5 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 19. 
6 Omar Corrado, “Luis Gianneo – Juan Carlos Paz: encuentros y bifurcaciones en la música argentina del siglo XX,” 
Cuadernos de Música Iberoamericana 4 (1994), 151. 
7 See Chapter 1 for more information about the Grupo Renovación. 
8 Among Gianneo’s pieces included in the Grupo Renovación’s concerts were: Tres Coplas for voice and piano 
(performed 10/25/1932), Canto del Altiplano for piano solo (performed 11/16/1932), Suite for Piano Solo 
(performed 10/24/1933, 08/21/1936, 12/03/1937)), Dos Estudios for piano solo (performed 11/21/1933), 
Divertimento No. 1 for Flute, Clarinet, and Bassoon (performed 10/31/1934, 07/30/1943, 10/12/1934), Sonata for 
Violin and Piano (performed 10/7/1935, 12/07/1936, 10/24/1938, 06/08/1942), Seis Coplas for voice and piano 
(performed 06/21/1937), movements from Pampeanas for voice and piano (performed 09/09/1937, 06/17/1938), 
Sonatina for Flute and Piano (performed 08/05/1938, 05/01/1939, 10/09/1939), Concertino-Serenata for 2 violins, 
viola, cello, flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, and trumpet (performed 03/13/1939), Trio for Violin, Cello, and Piano 
(performed 07/18/1940, 11/24/1941), Tres Danzas Argentina for piano solo (performed 11/04/1940, 12/09/1942), 
Lied and Alba con Luna for voice and piano (performed 06/09/1941), Música para niños for piano solo (performed 
10/06/1941), Cinco Piezas for violin and piano (performed 09/07/1942), Sonata for Cello and Piano (performed 
12/07/1936), Sonatina for Piano Solo (performed 04/26/1943), Divertimento No. 2 for Flute, Oboe, and Clarinet 
(performed 11/29/1943), and Coplas for voice and piano (performed 11/29/1943—the last Grupo Renovación 
concert to include one of Gianneo’s works). 
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separation. A concert program dated June 19, 1944, however, does not include Gianneo’s name 
as part of the group.9 
Gianneo travelled throughout Europe and Latin America on several occasions. In 1931–
1932, during his Latin-American tour with Enrique Casella, he visited Peru, Bolivia, and Chile. 
Gianneo also participated in two Latin-American music festivals in Caracas, Venezuela (1957), 
and Montevideo, Uruguay (1959). On December 31, 1937, the composer headed to Europe in the 
company of his wife and two daughters, sponsored by the Comisión Nacional de Cultura 
(Europa Scholarship).10 
Gianneo toured Italy, France, Germany, Belgium, and Switzerland. During the trip, the 
composer visited the most important cultural and musical centers in Europe, met with renowned 
composers and interpreters, composed original works, attended an international congress of 
music in Florence, and conducted the orchestra of the Turin Conservatory in Italy. He returned to 
Argentina in 1939.  
Gianneo later claimed that after this trip, his appreciation for the music of his country 
grew. He stated that composers such as Arthur Honegger, Gian Francesco Malipiero, and 
Alfredo Casella expressed their respect and admiration for Argentine music and composers.11  
 In 1942, Gianneo and his family returned to Buenos Aires permanently, although the 
composer maintained ties with the northern province, supporting artists and organizations from 
Tucumán who visited and performed in Buenos Aires throughout his life.12 In 1956, he 
conducted the Orquesta Sinfónica de la Universidad Nacional de Tucumán at the Teatro San 
                                                          
9 Guillermo Scarabino, El Grupo Renovación (1929–1944) y la Nueva Música en la Argentina del Siglo XX (Buenos 
Aires: Universitas S.R.L., 1999), 87. 
10 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 148. 
11 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 32. 
12 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 31. 
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Martín. During his last visit to Tucumán, in 1963, Gianneo’s cantata Angor Dei was premiered at 
Septiembre Musical Tucumano under the baton of Pedro Ignacio Calderón, one of Gianneo’s 
pupils. Additionally, government officials and the National University honored Gianneo with 
receptions, meetings, and press conferences.13 
 Over the course of his career, Gianneo established himself as a renowned and 
distinguished composer nationally and internationally. By the time he returned to Buenos Aires, 
his music had been heard in several countries in North America, South America, and Europe. He 
had received prizes and honors including the Premio de la Municipalidad de Buenos Aires 
(1925), the Premio de la Asociación del Profesorado Orquestal (1929 and 1930), the Premio de 
la Comisión de Bellas Artes de Tucumán (1937), and second prize in a Latin American violin 
concerto composition competition organized by the Fleisher Collection at the Free Library of 
Philadelphia (1942). He would go on to win first prize in the Premio de la Municipalidad de 
Buenos Aires (1944), third prize in a composition contest organized in the United States (1945), 
and a distinction by the Liga de Compositores de la Argentina (1948).14 
Gianneo’s commitments as a pedagogue in Buenos Aires grew rapidly upon his 
relocation to the country’s capital in 1942. He first taught private lessons in harmony, 
composition, and orchestration,15 and later joined several educational institutions, including the 
Conservatorio de la Provincia de Buenos Aires (1949–1965),16 Universidad Nacional de La 
Plata (1956–1966), and Universidad Católica Argentina (1964–1969).17  
                                                          
13 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 79. 
14 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 96–97. 
15 Gianneo occasionally taught piano as well. 
16 Alberto Ginastera, who was director of the conservatory at the time, nominated Luis Gianneo as professor of 
instrumentation and composition.  
17 Deborah Schwartz-Kates, The Gauchesco Tradition as a Source of National Identity in Argentine Art Music (ca. 
1890–1955) (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Texas at Austin, 1997), 744. 
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In December of 1955, Gianneo became director of the Conservatorio de la Provincia de 
Buenos Aires. As director, he restructured the plans of study, allowing students to obtain a higher 
level degree upon completion of three additional years of training.18 Gianneo wrote three books 
of theory and exercises that served as textbooks—Cuarenta y Ocho Lecciones de Solfeo, 
Ejercicios Técnico para Piano, and Teoría de la Música (published by Ricordi Americana).19 
Among his most prominent students were Rodolfo Arizaga, Virtú Maragno, Pedro Ignacio 
Calderón, Mario Benzecry, and Ariel Ramírez.20 
As a conductor, Gianneo worked with many national and international symphony 
orchestras, including the Orquesta Estable del Teatro Colón, the Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional, 
the Orquesta Filarmónica de Buenos Aires, and the Orquesta Sinfónica de la Radio del Estado.21 
Moreover, Gianneo founded two youth symphony orchestras in Buenos Aires: the first in 1945, 
belonging to Radio El Mundo (Orquesta Sinfónica Juvenil Argentina), and the second as part of 
Radio del Estado in 1954.22 
Gianneo’s wife passed away in September 1955 after a surgical procedure.23 Shortly after 
her death, Gianneo met pianist Inés Rosa Sayans, who would later become his second wife. 
Sayans was a piano professor at the Conservatorio de la Provincia de Buenos Aires, Escuela 
Superior de Bellas Artes, and Conservatorio Provincial de La Plata. Gianneo and Sayans shared 
train rides to the city of La Plata, trips during which their relationship grew. They married in 
Buenos Aires on February 3, 1960. Together, they embarked on Gianneo’s second trip to Europe 
in the same year. Gianneo and Sayans’ son, Luis Alejandro, was born in Rome in 1961. 
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19 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 61. 
20 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 71. 
21 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 52. 
22 See Chapter 1 for more information about the youth symphony orchestras. 
23 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 47. 
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In recognition of his extensive pedagogical work, Gianneo was selected as vice-president 
of the Sociedad Argentina de Educación Musical in 1965. This institution was recognized by the 
International Society for Music Education and had ties with many other organizations, such as 
the Instituto Interamericano de Educación Musical, the Centro Interamericano de Música, the 
music division of the Pan-American Union (Organization of American States, Washington), and 
the International Music Council (Paris).24  
Following his trips to Europe in 1938 and 1960–1961, Gianneo travelled one more time 
to the Old Continent in 1967. All of his European tours were sponsored by national and 
international institutions such as the Dirección General de Relaciones Culturales, Academia 
Nacional de Bellas Artes, Mozarteum Argentina, the British Council, and the French Ministry for 
Cultural Affairs (currently known as the French Ministry for Europe and Foreign Affairs).25 
During his last trip, Gianneo traveled through Germany, Austria, France, England, and Italy, 
meeting international figures such as Goffredo Petrassi, Luigi Dallapicola, Maurice Martenot, 
Joaquín Rodrigo, Mauricio Kagel, and Frank Martin.  
Gianneo’s reputation as a distinguished composer was undeniable. His music was often 
performed in Argentina, Latin America, North America, and Europe. The Italian newspaper La 
Gazetta del Poppolo (April 25, 1938) recognized the variety and stylistic fluidity of Gianneo’s 
compositions and audiences’ interest in his music.26 Critic Lauro Ayestarán complimented 
Gianneo’s works and even compared Gianneo to renowned Brazilian composer Heitor Villa-
Lobos.27 New York Times critic Olin Downes praised Gianneo’s Sonatina for Piano Solo, which 
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Raúl Spivak premiered at Carnegie Hall in 1946.28 In 1967, during Gianneo’s third and final 
European trip, the BBC interviewed him in London for a special edition about Latin American 
composers.29 
On August 15, 1968, Gianneo passed away after suffering a heart attack.30 Newspapers, 
magazines, and artistic organizations paid homage to this cherished composer. The funeral took 
place on August 17 at the Cementerio de la Recoleta, where composer Alberto Ginastera spoke 
on behalf of the Academia Nacional de Bellas Artes.  
Many representatives of other artistic organizations delivered speeches as well, including 
representatives from the Conservatorio Nacional de Música “Carlos López Buchardo,” the 
Unión de compositores de la Argentina, the Escuela Superior de Artes de la Universidad de La 
Plata, the Sociedad Argentina de Educación Musical, and the Sociedad Argentina de Autores y 
Compositores.31 
Works and Style 
 Throughout his career as a composer, Gianneo avoided rigid stylistic labels. The 
composer claimed that his focus always was on creating music rather than defining it or 
explaining it. He felt that “in defining and explaining music [through labels and limiting terms], 
it would be rendered incomplete.”32 Nevertheless, he was aware that musicologists would 
attempt to categorize his music in this manner regardless of his objections.  
Gianneo’s rejection of stylistic labels is reflected in his frequent combining of multiple 
different compositional techniques. In his Música para Niños (1941), for example, Gianneo 
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skillfully blends a variety of techniques and styles. Regarding the first movement of this work, 
Dr. Deborah Schwartz-Kates33 states that “the opening ‘Preludio and Fuga’ exemplifies 
Gianneo’s integration of Bachian and criollo musical features within a predominantly 
neoclassical style.”34  
One of his most famous pieces, El Tarco en Flor (1930), is another example of stylistic 
juxtaposition, this time merging impressionist and nationalist traits. Impressionism is present in 
the unstable harmonic progressions that avoid the establishment of a tonal center, as well as in 
his use of parallel voicing, extended and altered chords, and sonorities attributed to the 
Impressionist style. These elements include arabesque woodwind sections, harp interludes, and 
ostinato or pedal string passages (see Ex. 2.1 and 2.2).35 Folk rhythms emulating Argentine 
dances are combined with these features.  
                                                          
33 Dr. Deborah Schwartz-Kates’ dissertation The Gauchesco Tradition as a Source of National Identity in Argentine 
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1955), 756.  
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Ex. 2.1. Luis Gianneo, El Tarco en Flor, mm. 32–35. 
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Ex. 2.2. Gianneo, El Tarco en Flor, mm. 130–136. 
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Later in his life, Gianneo explored serialism. The second movement of Tres Piezas for 
violin solo, Danza (1963), and his last work, Obertura del Sesquicentenario (1966), are 
examples of compositions that blend national character and folk rhythms with twelve-tone 
techniques (see Ex. 2.3). 
 
 
Ex. 2.3. Gianneo, Tres Piezas for violin solo, Danza, mm. 1–29. 
Gianneo believed that his music had to have something to make it recognizably 
Argentine, stating that, in the same way Argentine people have a unique way of speaking and 
being, Argentine music could be distinctive. The composer admitted that he only set himself free 
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from foreign influences when he moved to Tucumán;36 this northwestern province, 780 miles 
away from the country’s capital, was at the time perceived as the end of “the dizzying advance of 
today’s civilization,” in the words of musicologist Francisco Curt Lange.37  
During his 20 years in Tucumán, Gianneo became very interested in native folklore and 
Andean music, an interest that inspired his earliest compositions based on nationalist aesthetics, 
including his symphonic poems Turay-Turay (1927), El Tarco en Flor (1930), and Canción y 
Danza (1932); his works for string quartet Tres Piezas Criollas (1923), Cuatro Cantos Incaicos 
(1924), and Cuarteto Criollo No.1 (1936); piano works such as Preludios Criollos (1927); Seis 
Coplas (1929–1930) for voice and piano; Cinco Piezas (1935) for violin and piano; and the 
Aymara Violin Concerto (1942). 
In addition to northwestern aesthetics, Gianneo cultivated folk traditions from other 
regions in Argentina in his music. Gianneo payed homage to the gaucho tradition, which was 
associated with Pampean music (music from the Pampas region)38 with pieces such as 
Pampeanas (1924) and Preludio y Danza para el Santos Vega (1953).  
Gianneo was also interested in urban music, using tango rhythms and voicing in many of 
his compositions, including movements entitled Tango in both Tres Piezas Argentinas (1939—
see Ex. 2.4) and Siete Piezas Infantiles (1946) for piano, and Variaciones sobre un Tema de 
Tango (1953) for orchestra. His Trio No. 2 for Piano, Violin, and Cello (1943) includes a theme 
based on a milonga titled “No me tires con la tapa de la olla.”39 
                                                          
36 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 46. 
37 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 23. 
38 Pampas are the grasslands in central Argentina including the provinces of Buenos Aires and La Pampa, among 
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39 Juan María Veniard, La Música Nacional Argentina (Buenos Aires: Instituto Nacional de Musicología “Carlos 
Vega,” 1986), 100–101. 
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Ex. 2.4. Gianneo, Tres Danzas Argentinas, Tango, mm. 1–8. 
Gianneo’s approach to the Argentine sound was on occasion very transparent and 
conservative, using typical Argentine folk compositional devices such as the hemiola alternation 
of 6/8 and 3/4 meter, Dorian and Phrygian modes, tonic to relative major relationships, parallel 
major and minor modes, and chord progressions typical of folk guitar music.40 In other instances, 
Gianneo’s approach included more modern methods such as polytonality, tonal ambiguity, 
neotonality,41 and polyrhythms.  
His Suite (1933) and Sonatina for Piano (1938) are clear examples of polytonal 
compositions, in which the independent movement of voices results in non-functional chord 
progressions. Gianneo primarily uses polyrhythms in a folk context, as with repetition and 
irregular accents in the first movement of his Sonata for Violin and Piano (1935), and 
juxtaposition of multiple time signatures in Preludio y Danza para el Santos Vega (1953). 
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41 See Chapter 4 for more information on neotonality. 
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Gianneo occasionally uses a rapid succession of changing time signatures, creating non-
symmetrical patterns (see Ex. 2.5). Bimodality and bitonality are perceived in works such as the 
movement titled Tango in Tres Danzas Argentinas (1939) for piano.42 
 
Ex. 2.5. Gianneo, Cuarteto Criollo No. 1, movement III, mm. 107–122. 
Gianneo avoided quoting actual folk melodies in his compositions, instead using folk 
elements as a means of distinguishing his compositions as “national music.” The composer 
believed that “as true artists, we should derive our nourishment naturally from the substance of 
                                                          
42 Corrado, “Luis Gianneo – Juan Carlos Paz: encuentros y bifurcaciones en la música argentina del siglo XX,” 162. 
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all this […] Only then, will it enter into our blood and spontaneously enrich the sensitivity and 
personality of each one of us, causing us to deliver our message in a ‘mode’ that is characteristic 
of all Argentines, but distinctive in each individual.”43 In this way, Gianneo was influenced by 
multiple Argentine folk and urban traditions (Andean, Pampean, and tango), and expressed them 
through a wide variety of compositional techniques, from neoclassical and impressionist to 
dodecaphonic. 
 Gianneo continually explored new horizons and influences. From his training as a young 
musician, Gianneo was very familiar with the music of Debussy and Stravinsky. Gianneo’s 
composition teacher, Eduardo Fornarini, encouraged his students to study the great composers’ 
music while simultaneously emancipating themselves from these composers’ influence.  
Professor Pontino, who sat in on Fornarini’s group lessons, recalls comments made by 
the maestro to encourage the conversation to move from Wagner to Debussy. However, when 
Gianneo brought a short piece for piano titled “En Bateau” to a lesson,44 Fornarini asked his 
pupil to “let go” because, as Pontino states, Gianneo knew “En Bateau” by Debussy .45  
Gianneo later criticized the anarchy of form and the lack of cohesion in Impressionist 
works and welcomed Stravinsky’s Neoclassical style, because it reinstated the use of Classical 
forms with new aesthetics.46 In an article about Stravinsky in the Sarmiento magazine, Gianneo 
stated that, in his opinion, Stravinsky was “the best representative of contemporary aesthetics.”47 
Gianneo claimed:  
[Stravinsky’s new aesthetics] could not have come at a more opportune and beneficial 
time since [they] will put an end to the chaotic forms of Impressionism, under whose 
                                                          
43 Schwartz-Kates, The Gauchesco Tradition as a Source of National Identity in Argentine Art Music (ca. 1890–
1955), 752. 
44 This composition was the last movement of a set of four short pieces titled Cuatro Composiciones written in 
1916–1917. The movements were entitled “Vieja Canción,” “Berceuse,” “Arabesca,” and “En Bateau.” 
45 Scarabino, El Grupo Renovación (1929–1944) y la Nueva Música en la Argentina del Siglo XX, 45. 
46 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 26. 
47 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 26. 
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cloak of artistic freedom so much mediocrity is disguised, thereby creating (and even 
imposing) totally haphazard works that are lacking any sense of unity.48 
 
In 1936, Gianneo attended Stravinsky’s lectures and concerts in the Teatro Colón. 
Gianneo admired Stravinsky’s continuous search for new expression and his treatment of crude 
rhythms. Neoclassical influences are clear in Gianneo’s Obertura para una Comedia Infantil 
(1937) for winds and percussion and his Sinfonietta, en homenaje a Haydn (1940) for orchestra.  
In addition to a Classical use of form, these pieces show thinner textures in comparison to 
earlier works, such as the symphonic poem Turay-Turay (1927). Even though Gianneo was 
deeply influenced by Neoclassicism, Romantic influences can also be heard in pieces such as his 
ballet Blancanieves (written in 1939 but not premiered until 1963).  
Following Stravinsky’s lead, Gianneo explored serialism later in his life. Among 
Gianneo’s serial compositions are cantata Angor Dei for soprano and orchestra (1962), Tres 
Piezas for violin solo (1963), Sinfonía Antífona (1963), Poema de la Saeta for voice and 
orchestra (1965), and his last work, Obertura del Sesquicentenario (1966).  
In a conference about contemporary art that took place in Tucumán in 1963, Gianneo 
voiced his concerns about the state of contemporary artistic perspectives. He recognized that 
audiences might feel confused when exposed to new expressions of art without appreciating or 
understanding them. Gianneo made a distinction between music (and art) that follows a purely 
technical approach and music that is also guided by the composer’s intuition and creative forces.  
Gianneo claimed that a work of art that is wholly technical lacks artistic sensibility. The 
composer stated that “[thus] we discover the reason behind the angst in today’s art: technique 
drowns inspiration.”49 He believed that all compositions, regardless of compositional technique, 
                                                          
48 Schwartz-Kates, The Gauchesco Tradition as a Source of National Identity in Argentine Art Music (ca. 1890–
1955), 798. 
49 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 75. 
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should express the internal state of the creator. Gianneo applied his philosophy to his own works. 
In the cantata Angor Dei, for example, Gianneo skillfully chose instrumentation, textures, and 
dynamics to illustrate the emotion and meaning of the words. 
Gianneo wrote compositions in a wide variety of genres, including symphonic poems, 
symphonies, cantatas, concert overtures, orchestral suites, symphonic variations, concertos (for 
solo instrument or voice and orchestra), ballets, chamber music (duos, trios, quartets, among 
others), works for voices accompanied and a cappella, and works for piano solo. Gianneo revised 
many of his compositions; numerous works, therefore, exist in two versions.  
Among his award-winning works are Pampeanas (1927), Turay-Turay (1927), El Tarco 
en Flor (1930), Canción y Danza (1932), Piano Concerto (1941), the Aymara Violin Concerto 
(1942), Transfiguración (1944), and Sinfonía de las Américas (1945).  
Gianneo wrote pieces commissioned by prestigious cultural institutions, including the 
Variaciones sobre un Tema de Tango (1953), commissioned by the Asociación Amigos de la 
Música; Sonata No. 3 for Piano Solo (1957), commissioned by Asociación de Conciertos de 
Cámara; Angor Dei (1962), for Septiembre Musical Tucumán; Sinfonia Antífona (1963) for 
Radio Nacional; and Obertura del Sesquicentenario (1966) by the Organization of American 
States. 
Gianneo was a fervent advocate for Argentine music. He protected and enforced Law 
13,921, enacted by the Peronist regime, which mandated the inclusion of at least one work by an 
Argentine composer in all concerts. In 1957, he explained his view that: 
When the public limits its enjoyment and enlightenment to the great international 
repertory, Argentine composers at all levels are deprived of the experiences they need to 
perfect themselves. Even though the standard classical literature is fundamental and 
should, of course, be retained, it lacks the music of one’s own country that expresses the 
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national soul, conveys the heroic deeds of the people, and evokes the infinite plains and 
lofty hills of one’s beloved land.50 
 
Gianneo’s aesthetics continued evolving throughout his life. In an interview for Radio 
Nacional in 1968 (the year of Gianneo’s death), he shared his values and perspective, stating that 
he remained vigilant in his development as a musician and suspicious of movements that 
attempted to radically break all ties with tonality and the music of the past. Gianneo realized later 
in his life that, in search for change, many composers found shadows rather than light.51 
                                                          
50 Schwartz-Kates, The Gauchesco Tradition as a Source of National Identity in Argentine Art Music (ca. 1890–
1955), 748–749. 
51 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 10–11. 
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CHAPTER III 
AYMARA VIOLIN CONCERTO 
Introduction 
Gianneo wrote his Aymara concerto for violin between the years 1941 and 1942, during 
his 20-year stay in Tucumán. The work won second prize in a Latin American violin concerto 
competition organized by the Fleisher Collection at the Free Library of Philadelphia in 1942. The 
contest was sponsored by philanthropist Samuel Simeon Fels, who was originally an anonymous 
sponsor. Brazilian composer Camargo Guarneri won first prize, and Jacobo Fischer and Honorio 
Siccardi, both Argentine composers and members of the Grupo Renovación, received honorable 
mentions.1  
The violin concerto competition was part of an initiative by Edwin A. Fleisher, head of 
the Fleisher Collection of Orchestral Music, to include more compositions by Central and South 
American composers in the collection, which continues to provide materials to performing 
groups around the world.2 The Works Progress Administration (WPA) Music Copying Project 
under President Franklin Roosevelt covered the salaries of copyists, while Mr. Fleisher handled 
other expenses, including ink, paper, supplies, and transportation and insurance fees for music to 
and from composers.3 With support from the Division of State Relations of the State Department, 
 
1 Gary Galvan [curator of the Edwin A. Fleisher Collection of Orchestral Music at the Free Library of Philadelphia], 
personal email, 25 April 2019. 
2 https://libwww.freelibrary.org/locations/departments/fleisher-collection 
3 Gary Galvan, "The ABCs of the WPA Music Copying Project and the Fleisher Collection," American Music 26, 
no. 4 (2008), 519. 
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Edwin A. Fleisher also sponsored musicologist Nicolas Slonimsky’s tour to South and Central 
America in search of the “most representative orchestral scores from the leading composers” to 
be included in the library catalog.4 Today, the Fleisher Collection has in its possession four 
compositions by Luis Gianneo in addition to the Aymara Violin Concerto (1144v): Obertura 
para una Comedia Infantil (3796), Pericón — danza argentina (5640), El tarco en flor: poema 
sinfónico (U-1934), and Variaciones sobre un tema de tango (5643).5 
Luis Gianneo’s relationship with the Edwin A. Fleisher Collection began after Gianneo 
sent a copy of his piece Obertura para una Comedia Infantil to the collection. In a letter dated 
December 23, 1941, librarian Franklin H. Price wrote to Gianneo, “This library has received 
through the kind cooperation of Mr. Juan Jose Castro6 the score of your ‘Obertura para una 
Comedia Infantil,’ in order that it might be copied and added to The Edwin A. Fleisher Music 
Collection.”7 Price also thanked Gianneo for welcoming Nicolas Slonimsky during Slonimsky’s 
stay in Argentina. The letter continues,  
Mr. Slonimsky has advised us that you intend sending [sic] other scores, including a 
“Violin Concerto” and your “Turay-Turay.” […] No doubt you are a little perturbed by 
the war risk. However, I wish to assure you that your score is in one of the safest 
buildings in this country. The building is constructed of stone steel [sic], and concrete and 
is thoroughly fire-proof.8  
 
In a handwritten letter in Spanish dated February 27, 1942, Gianneo informed the 
Fleisher Collection and the Free Library of Philadelphia that he had sent the manuscript of his 
violin concerto,9 which was specifically written for their violin concerto competition per 
 
4 Gary Galvan, "The ABCs of the WPA Music Copying Project and the Fleisher Collection," 522. 
5 Gary Galvan, 2016–2017 The Edwin A. Fleisher Collection of Orchestral Music: Latin American Orchestral 
Works (Philadelphia: Free Library of Philadelphia, 2017), 21. 
6 Argentine composer and member of the Grupo Renovación.  
7 Franklin H. Price, personal letter to Luis Gianneo, 23 December 1941. 
8 Price, personal letter to Luis Gianneo, 23 December 1941. 
9 Gianneo used a grave accent on the last vowel, Concierto Aymarà. The word can be spelled in multiple ways: 
Aymara, Aimara, Aymará, or Aymarà. 
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invitation by Slonimsky.10 Gianneo stated that he hoped the score would arrive in time to be 
considered for the competition. On April 6, 1942, Price wrote to Gianneo,  
The Library wishes to acknowledge with thanks the safe receipt of your score “Concierto 
Aymara,” which you were kind enough to forward for the Violin Concerto Contest which 
is being held. It is also indeed a privilege to be able to have the opportunity of copying 
this work, and adding it upon its completion to The Edwin A. Fleisher Music 
Collection.11  
 
Gianneo received notice that he had won second prize in the competition in a letter dated 
September 30, 1942. On October 25, Gianneo sent a letter addressed to Mr. Fleisher expressing 
his gratitude and acknowledging his receipt of the check for $250 (amount corresponding to 
second prize). Additionally, Gianneo inquired about the possibility of his violin concerto being 
performed in the United States and potentially edited and published.12 Price replied on November 
18,  
Your letter of October 25, addressed to Mr. Edwin A. Fleisher, has been handed to me for 
reply. […] The question of performance of your concerto is one that is outside the 
province of both Mr. Fleisher and the Library. Your work will be […] added to the 
Fleisher Collection of this Library, where it will be available for use by recognized 
orchestras throughout this country, providing you grant permission for such loans. […] 
As to publication of your work, that is another matter which is entirely in your 
own hands. Naturally the copying of your work does not prohibit your making any 
arrangements whatsoever concerning the future status of your work as to publication, 
performance, etc.13 
 
Price concluded his letter with words of appreciation, asking Gianneo to “please realize 
that all of us appreciate your splendid cooperation in making it possible to add this outstanding 
work to the files of the Fleisher Collection. [...] I am with all best wishes from Mr. Edwin A. 
Fleisher and myself.”14 
 
10 Luis Gianneo, personal letter to Competition Jury Fleisher Collection, Free Library of Philadelphia, 27 February 
1942. 
11 Price, personal letter to Luis Gianneo, 6 April 1942. 
12 Franklin H. Price, personal letter to Luis Gianneo, 25 October 1942. 
13 Price, personal letter to Luis Gianneo, 18 November 1942. 
14 Franklin H. Price, personal letter to Luis Gianneo, 18 November 1942. 
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The library sent a final letter regarding the violin concerto on January 19, 1943, after the 
completion of the copying process. Price informed Gianneo that the original score had been 
returned and that “as soon as possible, the necessary orchestral parts will be extracted.”15 
The work was premiered on April 12, 1944, by the violinist to whom the concerto was 
dedicated, Carlos Pessina.16 Pessina was accompanied by the orchestra of the Teatro Colón 
under the baton of Albert Wolff. The concert program was made up exclusively of works by 
Argentine composers, including pieces by Alberto Williams, Gilardo Gilardi, José María Castro, 
and others. A month later the performers repeated the program, on May 13, in a free event for 
high school students.17 Pessina performed the concerto once more with the Filarmónica de 
Rosario on July 7, 1944.18  
A different version of the concerto was heard on Radio El Mundo in the same year, this 
time conducted by the composer. Gianneo continued to revise the score during the following 
years, and the final revised score was performed on May 13, 1953. On this occasion, Pessina was 
the soloist, and Gianneo conducted the orchestra of the Teatro Coliseo. Pessina performed the 
concerto again on May 2, 1958 with the Orquesta Sinfónica de L.R.A. and conductor André 
Vandernoot.19 
The composer’s daughter, violinist Brunilda Gianneo, played the concerto on several 
occasions. The first of these performances was on September 3, 1973, with the Orquesta 
Filarmónica de Buenos Aires at the Teatro Colón under Pedro Ignacio Calderón.20 Brunilda 
Gianneo and Calderón performed the concerto again on August 14, 1978 with the Orquesta 
 
15 Franklin H. Price, personal letter to Luis Gianneo, 19 January 1943. 
16 The score edited in 1960 by Editorial Argentina de Música bore the inscription “Dedicated to Carlos Pessina with 
all my affection and admiration.” 
17 See Appendix C: Concert Programs.  
18 Jorge Oscar Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Culturales Argentinas, 1980), 133–134. 
19 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 133–134. 
20 Pedro Ignacio Calderón was Luis Gianneo’s pupil. 
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Sinfónica Nacional at the Teatro Cervantes.21 Even though the work was not dedicated to the 
composer’s daughter, Gianneo gifted Brunilda a copy of the score with the note, “For my dear 
Ucucha,22 wishing that you will be able to perform this work in London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna, 
Rome, Buenos Aires, etc. With a great hug from Dad.”23 
The final version of the score, revised by Gianneo and Pessina, was edited and 
copyrighted in May 1960 by Editorial Argentina de Música (E.A.M.). The original version 
remained in possession of the Fleisher Collection and was largely forgotten. Based on the 
Fleisher Collection records, the Aymara Violin Concerto score was checked out only twice, first 
to the University of Seattle and later to the Oregon Coast Chamber Orchestra.24  
The first record reads “Seattle U (Toskey).” According to Dr. Gary Galvan, curator of the 
Fleisher Collection, this entry refers to Seattle University Professor of Mathematics, Dr. Burnett 
Toskey, who performed in non-professional orchestras in the Seattle area.25 Dr. Toskey was 
working on a catalogue for violin and viola concertos at the time. His book, titled Concertos for 
Violin and Viola: A Comprehensive Encyclopedia, was published in 1983. The catalogue entry 
for Gianneo’s violin concerto reads, 
1942. Concerto Aymara, (C), violin, with orchestra 2222-4231-T-per-S. 
Exotic Romantic style. Grade 6. Time 25’. This music consists of lively and graceful 
scale-like melodious passages of exotic, almost oriental nature. The slow movement is 
very sentimental. The solo part consists of melodious legato arpeggio passages which are 
violinistic and not difficult to play. 
Parts: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Fleisher Collection.26 
 
 
21 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 134. 
22 Brunilda’s nickname. 
23 A copy of the score with a handwritten dedication to Brunilda Gianneo is in possession of Luis Roggero, the 
Argentine violinist who recorded the concerto with the Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional under Pedro Ignacio Calderón 
in April 1997 for a celebration of the composer’s centennial birthday anniversary. 
24 Gary Galvan, personal email, 22 January 2020. 
25 Including the Seattle Concert Orchestra and the Everett Symphony Orchestra. 
26 Burnett R. Toskey, Concertos for Violin and Viola: A Comprehensive Encyclopedia (Seattle: Writers Publishing 
Service Co., 1983), 296. 
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The Oregon Coast Chamber Orchestra requested the score and solo part in 2009.27 The 
score was sent, but the concerto was not performed at that time. According to John Monks, the 
ensemble’s current musical director, the Aymara Violin Concerto and several other scores were 
under consideration for a program that featured Latin American composers, but Gianneo’s violin 
concerto was ultimately not included in the program.28 
As previously mentioned, it was not unusual for Gianneo to revise his scores. The first 
version of the concerto (in the manuscript held at the Fleisher Collection at the Free Library of 
Philadelphia) shows major discrepancies with the final version, including differences in 
instrumentation, melodic material, length, and structure. A more in-depth discussion of these 
discrepancies will be included in the analysis of each movement, an analysis based on the final 
version of the concerto. This final version is archived in Argentina at the Instituto Nacional de 
Etnomusicología and the Instituto Nacional de Musicología Carlos Vega, and is available for 
performance rental through Melos Ediciones Musicales. 
The final version of the score (with some cuts and modifications)29 was used for the two 
professional recordings of this concerto that have been made. The concerto was first recorded 
professionally in 1997 in celebration of the centennial anniversary of the composer’s birth, with 
Luis Roggero as the soloist, accompanied by the Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional under the 
direction of Pedro Ignacio Calderón at the Auditorio Belgrano in Buenos Aires.  
 In 2010, conductor Luis Gorelik led the Orquesta Sinfónica de Salta and Russian 
violinist Tatiana Samouil in a recording for Sony Music Entertainment Argentina as part of a 
two-disc release celebrating the Argentine bicentennial.30 Works recorded for this release were 
 
27 Gary Galvan, personal email, 22 January 2020. 
28 John Monks, phone interview, 10 June 2020.  
29 Cuts and modifications to the second version will be discussed in the analysis of each movement. 
30 The 200-year anniversary of the May Revolution in 1810 that led to Argentine independence in 1816. 
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exclusively by Argentine composers.31 There are currently no available recordings of the first 
version of the concerto. 
The concerto is named after the Aymara32 people native to the Andean region 
encompassing Bolivia, Perú, Chile, and northwest Argentina, a mountainous area known as the 
Altiplano. The Aymara are, for the most part, highland people concentrated around Lake Titicaca 
in Perú and Bolivia, with communities extending into northern Chile and Argentina.33 Even 
though the community is separated by national borders, the Aymara language and culture unifies 
its members. The Aymara people are predominantly pastoralists and artisans who inhabit small, 
remote settlements distant from urban populations. They sustain their communities by creating 
art to trade and sell, and by herding animals.34  
Luis Gianneo became familiar with the Aymara culture during his stay in San Miguel de 
Tucumán (1923–1942). His interest in this culture first inspired the fourth movement of his 
Cuatro Cantos Incaicos for string quartet, entitled Danza Aymara (1924). The violin concerto 
was written during his last years in the northern province (1941–1942). The composer chose to 
represent the Aymara people through folk rhythms and pentatonic motives and melodies. This 
choice corresponds to a common utilization of pentatonic scales in Western music to portray the 
pastoral, exotic, primitive, and even spiritual.35 
 
31 The release included on Disc 1: Gaucho (con botas nuevas) by Gilardo Gilardi; Suite Argentina for guitar, strings, 
horn, and harpsichord, by Eduardo Falú; Variaciones Concertantes by Alberto Ginastera; Amo by Virtú Maragno. 
Disc 2: Aymara Violin Concerto and Obertura para una Comedia Infantil by Luis Gianneo; El Llanto de las Sierras 
by Juan José Castro; Escenas Argentinas by Carlos López Buchardo; and Variaciones para Orquesta by Gerardo 
Gandini. 
32 Spelled Aymara, Aimara, Aymará, or Aymarà. 
33 Amy Eisenberg, Aymara Indian Perspectives on Development in the Andes (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama 
Press, 2013), 32–33. 
34 Eisenberg, Aymara Indian Perspectives, 41. 
35 Jeremy Day-O’Connell, Pentatonicism from the Eighteenth Century to Debussy (New York: Rochester Press, 
2007), 6. 
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Even though the term “pentatonic” was not used until 1864,36 pentatonic scales have been 
used by cultures around the world, including the natives of west Africa, south Asia, and 
aboriginal America.37 The concerto is based almost entirely on such compositional material. 
There is no evidence that Gianneo studied actual Aymara music, however, or that these means 
are an accurate representation of Aymara music. 
Analytical Methodology 
Although the pentatonic scale itself is a unique and distinct compositional device, 
theorists argue that there are several types of pentatonic scales. Jeremy Day-O’Connell refers to 
the different types of pentatonic scales as modes, each defined by which of the five scale degrees 
serves as its tonal center, and the resulting series of intervals.  
Day-O’Connell distinguishes between the major (scale degrees 1 2 3 5 6, see Ex. 3.1) and 
minor (scale degrees 6 1 2 3 5, see Ex. 3.2) pentatonic modes. In addition to these two commonly 
used modes, Day-O’Connell mentions three more three more: Dorian (scale degrees 2 3 5 6 1, 
see Ex. 3.3), Phrygian (scale degrees 3 5 6 1 2, see Ex. 3.4), and Mixolydian (scale degrees 5 6 1 
2 3, see Ex. 3.5).  
Within each scale, additional passing tones, also known as pien tones, can be added either 
for melodic purposes (such as elaboration or filling in minor thirds) or substitution (as in 
Japanese gagaku).38 The following analysis will classify movements and sections of the Aymara 
Violin Concerto using these pentatonic modes and terms. 
 
 
36 Day-O’Connell, Pentatonicism, 9. 
37 Day-O’Connell, Pentatonicism, 1. 
38 Day-O’Connell, Pentatonicism, 2–5. 
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Ex. 3.1. C Major pentatonic. 
 
 
Ex. 3.2. A Minor pentatonic.              
 
 
 
Ex. 3.3. D Dorian pentatonic. 
 
 
 
Ex. 3.4. E Phrygian pentatonic. 
 
 
 
Ex. 3.5. G Mixolydian pentatonic. 
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The influence of Neoclassicism on Gianneo is seen in the formal structure of the 
concerto. It has three movements, all of which follow Classical concerto forms and structures: 
the first movement is in sonata form with an introduction, the second movement is a lyrical 
ternary interlude, and the third movement is a rondo. 
These three movements will be analyzed primarily using the ideas and techniques 
outlined in Elements of Sonata Theory by James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, and Classical 
Form and Analyzing Classical Form by William E. Caplin. Terminology will be defined as 
needed. 
Movement I 
Sostenuto – Un Poco Solenne, Allegro Moderato 
The instrumentation of the first movement comprises 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets (in B-
flat), 2 bassoons, 4 horns (in F), 2 trumpets (in B-flat), 3 trombones, tuba, timpani, triangle, snare 
drum, cymbals, bass drum, tam-tam, strings, and solo violin.39  
The movement is in common time and follows the structure of sonata form. Fulfilling 
representative attributes of most sonata forms, the concerto’s short orchestral introduction is 
followed by two contrasting themes, where the primary theme (P) is more vibrant and spirited, 
and the secondary theme (S) is more melodious and peaceful.  
The orchestral introduction lasts ten measures. The first six measures are marked 
Sostenuto – Un Poco Solenne, leading into a rhythmic ostinato in the percussion and lower 
strings marked Allegro Moderato. After four measures of ostinato, P is introduced by the soloist. 
 
39 The instrumentation of the first version of the concerto differs mainly in the percussion section, which only 
includes timpani.  
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This theme is based on a popular Incan melody known as Himno del Sol (Hymn of the Sun).40 In 
this movement, the P theme is built on a D minor pentatonic scale (see Ex. 3.6). The lack of flats 
and sharps in the key signature, along with the similarity in pitch content between the C Dorian 
and D minor pentatonic scales could lead to misinterpreting the passage as a C Dorian pentatonic 
scale (intervals from tonic: M2, m3, M2, m3). However, the intervals between the main five 
pitches correspond to a D minor pentatonic scale (m3, M2, M2, m3, see Ex. 3.7 compared to 
Ex.3. 2 and Ex. 3.3).     
 
Ex. 3.6. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement I, solo violin, mm. 11–12. 
 
 
                      
 
Ex. 3.7. D minor pentatonic. 
 
 After an explicit statement of the theme introduces the five main pitches of the scale, pien 
tones (passing tones) are added, filling in minor thirds and adding depth and color to the 
pentatonic sonority. In the P theme, the most frequently used pien tones are E, B-flat, and B-
natural (see Ex. 3.8). 
 
40 “Concerto Aymara,” program notes, Orquesta Estable del Teatro Colón, 1944 concert season. 
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Ex. 3.8. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement I, solo violin, mm. 23–31. 
 The first strong cadential resolution in the exposition (measures 38–39) uses pien tones E 
and B-flat in the solo part, outlining a full D natural minor scale (see Ex. 3.9). The transition 
section begins with a fortissimo orchestral tutti. In measure 46, the soloist introduces a lyrical 
anticipation of the secondary theme (S). The clarinet then plays the S theme, marked dolce e 
pastorale (see Ex. 3.10). The lyrical and pastoral nature of this theme presents a strong contrast 
to the energy and playfulness of P. 
 
Ex. 3.9. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement I, solo violin, mm. 38–39. 
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Ex. 3.10. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement I, clarinet I, mm. 66–68. 
 
The soloist’s statement of S begins in measure 78. Here, the pitch collection of S 
corresponds to an F major pentatonic scale (see Ex. 3.11). In a minor key sonata movement, P is 
expected to modulate to the relative major, an expectation that is fulfilled as D minor modulates 
to F major (m. 11). 
                    
Ex. 3.11. F major pentatonic. 
The development begins with the P theme, modulating through various keys as material 
is elaborated and modified. A lengthy cadenza precedes an orchestral tutti based on thematic 
material from the exposition’s transition. The tonal resolution (the return to D as tonal center) 
occurs in measure 195, but this time the music is in D major pentatonic.  
The oboe states the S theme first (see Ex. 3.12 and 3.13). A few measures later (mm. 
207), S is stated in the solo part, again in D major pentatonic. After some virtuosic elaboration in 
the solo part, the coda begins with the primary theme in D minor pentatonic, which is identical to 
the first statement of the theme in the exposition. Seven measures later, an orchestral tutti 
interrupts the expected elaboration of the theme, reaffirming D minor pentatonic as the tonic in a 
final cadence and resolution.  
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Ex. 3.12. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement I, oboe I, mm. 195–198. 
 
                         
 
Ex. 3.13. D major pentatonic. 
As in many sonata form types, the exposition (or first rotation)41 includes the 
establishment of tonic (harmonic aspect) and the introduction of themes and textures (P and S in 
a two-part exposition) which provide a reference to compare and understand developmental 
spaces and recapitulation (rhetorical aspect).42  
Although the exposition of the movement is fairly standard, the second rotation of the 
concerto, which begins at the development with P in a non-tonic key and uses S in the tonal 
resolution, corresponds most closely to the prototypical Type 2 sonata form. Figure 3.1 outlines 
the underlying sonata structure of the concerto’s first movement.  
 
 
41 According to Hepokoski and Darcy, rotations refer to the recurrence and recycling of one or more elements (with 
alterations and adjustments) forming an ordered succession of “referential thematic patterns.” Once thematic 
patterns are introduced, a return (often modified) to such material is expected, creating circularity. Hepokoski and 
Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 611. 
42 James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in the Late-
Eighteenth-Century Sonata (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 16. 
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Fig. 3.1. Aymara Violin Concerto, movement I. Formal analysis. 
The statement of P in a non-tonic key (in the development) prevents the possibility of 
labelling the movement as a Type 1 sonata, where the second rotation begins with P in the tonic 
key. Type 2 sonatas do not have recapitulations (or third rotations) in the strict sense of the 
term,43 as is the case in this movement.  
According to Hepokoski and Darcy, it is inappropriate to claim that a recapitulation 
begins with a statement of S. The scholars state that,  
Such assertion, still commonly encountered, is one of several unfortunate consequences 
arising from the eagerness in the mid-twentieth century to define a sonata only in tonal 
terms, pushing to the side important considerations of thematic function and arrangement. 
[...] After all, the reasoning seems to have gone, when the tonic is finally regained and 
stabilized, that must be the beginning of the “recapitulation” must it not? The answer is 
“no.”44  
 
The arrival of S in the tonic key, in spite of its structural importance, should not be called 
the beginning of the recapitulation, but rather the tonal resolution. 
Due to their bi-rotational nature, Type 2 sonatas leave room for a desired return of P in 
the tonic key. Type 2 sonatas often fulfill the expectation of restating the main theme in the tonic 
key in post-sonata spaces such as the coda, as seen in this movement. According to Hepokoski 
and Darcy, “within Type 2 sonatas, the P-based coda-option became more and more attractive in 
 
43 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 354. 
44 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 354. 
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the last decades of the eighteenth century, to the point where it became a strong first-level 
default.”45  
In the Aymara Violin Concerto, the brief statement of P in the coda could be confused 
with what some scholars call a “reversed-recapitulation,” where the recapitulation begins with S 
and, in a mirror-like fashion, is followed by P.46 Hepokoski and Darcy insist, however, that 
“even under these terms, a P-based coda within a Type 2 sonata form should not be considered 
part of any presumed recapitulation.”47 The lack of a proper recapitulation in Type 2 sonata form 
should by no means suggest that a Type 2 sonata is not entirely developed, however. Hepokoski 
and Darcy claim firmly that “assessed by its own standards, the Type 2 sonata lacks nothing.”48  
There are major differences between the two versions of Gianneo’s concerto in how 
themes are accompanied and orchestrated. In general, the first version has a thinner 
instrumentation: in the arrival of the first strong cadence in the exposition, for example, the 
second version adds woodwinds as the harmonic tension increases, using the full woodwind 
section at the tonal resolution. The first version only includes bassoons at the cadential point (see 
Ex. 3.14 and 3.15). Additionally, even though the harmonic progressions are identical, several 
sections have different accompaniment parts. 
 
45 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 385. 
46 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 382. 
47 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 384. 
48 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 366. 
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Ex. 3.14. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement I, mm. 37–40. First version. 
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Ex. 3.15. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement I, mm. 37–40. Final version. 
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 In the first version, the lyrical theme that anticipates S in measure 46 as part of the 
transition is played by the first and second violins. In the final version, this theme is played by 
the soloist with alterations that include octave displacement and differences in rhythm. In the 
final version, the solo part leads to a virtuosic elaboration, while the first version lacks these 
embellishments and virtuosic energy. Similar differences are seen in other parts of the movement 
as well, making the solo part in the final version of the concerto more elaborate and virtuosic.  
 Structurally, there are no major differences between versions; however, certain sections 
are shorter in the first version. While the exposition is only one measure shorter, the second 
rotation (development and tonal resolution) and coda are significantly shorter, resulting in a 
difference of 34 measures (see Fig. 3.2). 
 
Fig. 3.2. Measure comparison between versions of the Aymara Violin Concerto, mov. I. 
 
In addition to differences between the two versions of the concerto, occasional 
discrepancies are also found between the solo part and the score of the final version. In some 
places, the solo part has different notes from the score (see Ex. 3.16 and 3.17), although these 
changes do not present any drastic harmonic shifts.  
                
Ex. 3.16. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement I, m. 122. Score version. 
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Ex. 3.17. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement I, m. 122. Solo part version. 
In measures 134–137, the score’s version of the solo line consists mostly of running 
arpeggiated sixteenth notes, whereas the solo part features a completely different passage made 
up of triplets with a harmonic progression similar to the score’s previous four measures. Both 
professional recordings of the concerto follow the solo part version, adjusting the accompanying 
harmony to match the score’s previous four measures. Measures 233 and 235 are missing 
entirely in the solo part. Both professional recordings again follow the solo part, removing those 
measures.49 
The last measure of the final version includes an afterthought consisting of three repeated 
eight notes in the timpani and bass drum. This brief rhythmic motive seems to have presented 
challenges to conductors, as it prevents a loud and resolute orchestral ending. The final version 
ending has not yet been recorded as written. The first recording, under Pedro Ignacio Calderón, 
adds an orchestral D minor chord to the last note played in the percussion.50 The second 
recording, under Luis Gorelik, entirely skips the last percussion statement, ending instead with 
the final chord on the downbeat of the last measure. 
 
 
 
49 The present study includes those measure numbers in the sonata form analysis. 
50 This recording also adds a cut between measures 251 and 253, though these measures are written without cuts in 
both the score and the solo part. Luis Gorelik’s version with the Orquesta sinfónica de Salta includes the passage as 
written. 
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Movement II 
Allegro Molto Moderato, Lento e Nostalgico 
The second movement is written in ternary form (ABA’, see Fig. 3.3). The analysis 
presented here uses labels and terminology commonly employed in small ternary forms, such as 
exposition, contrasting middle, and recapitulation, instead of terminology used in large ternaries, 
such as main theme and interior theme.51 Nevertheless, the aspects of large ternary form present 
in the movement are worth considering and will be analyzed later in the chapter.  
 
Fig. 3.3. Aymara Violin Concerto, movement II. Formal analysis. 
The movement begins with a compound meter (3/8) E-flat pentatonic minor theme played 
first by the flute and then the clarinet (see Ex. 3.18 and 3.19). The first theme’s melodic line is 
nostalgic and pleasant, accompanied largely by sustained tones and pedal points. 
                              
Ex. 3.18. E-flat pentatonic minor. 
 
51 William E. Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form: An Approach for the Classroom (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2013), 574–575. 
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Ex. 3.19. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement II, mm. 1–6. 
The first theme consists of a double period—a tight-knit structure that promotes the 
stability and symmetry typical of the exposition of a ternary form movement.52 Within the E-flat 
minor pentatonic scale, Gianneo avoids authentic or half cadences at the end of phrases or 
periods. Instead, pitches in the melodic line have tonic, subdominant, and dominant functions. E-
flat and G-flat represent tonic pitches, while most dominant passages include pitches A-flat and 
B-flat. 
 The first theme uses pitches A-flat and B-flat in places where half cadences would occur, 
G-flat in places where more conclusive cadences, such as imperfect authentic cadences (IAC, E-
flat minor in first inversion) would occur, and E-flat to conclude the last of four phrases as the 
strongest cadence, replacing the perfect authentic cadence (PAC, see Ex. 3.20 and Fig. 3.4). 
 
52 Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form, 203. 
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Ex. 3.20. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement II, flute I, mm. 1–16.  
 
 
Fig. 3.4. Aymara Violin Concerto, movement II, mm. 1–16, double period analysis. 
 The A theme (mm. 1–16), played first by the flute and then repeated by the clarinet, ends 
with a brief, conclusive orchestral passage that reinforces E-flat pentatonic minor as the tonic. 
Next comes an E-flat pentatonic minor introduction to the soloist’s entrance. The soloist’s 
statement has a much looser structure than the first theme,53 is in C-sharp natural minor, and 
modulates, leading to the first theme of the B section in B-flat pentatonic minor (see Ex. 3.21). 
 
53 Musical phrases are not symmetrical periods. 
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This modulation contains highly chromatic melodic lines in the clarinet part. Despite these 
harmonic changes, the solo part continues using exclusively E-flat pentatonic minor pitches until 
the end of the section, with the exception of measures 59–60, where an A-natural is introduced.  
 
 
Ex. 3.21. B-flat pentatonic minor. 
The B section, or contrasting middle section, begins with a brief six-measure orchestral 
introduction establishing B-flat minor pentatonic as the tonal center. A modulation to the minor 
dominant occasionally occurs in the middle section of a minor key ternary movement, as is the 
case here.54  
The B theme (contrasting middle) is slightly more active than the A theme, but does not 
lose its cantabile qualities. The melodic line has dotted rhythms and faster moving notes, while 
the accompaniment consists of a rhythmic ostinato (see Ex. 3.22). 
 
Ex. 3.22. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement II, mm. 80–84. 
 
54 Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form, 196. 
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The soloist introduces a tight-knit B theme consisting of two six-measure phrases 
(antecedent and consequent, see Ex. 3.23). The symmetrical phrasing soon ends, however, as the 
soloist breaks into virtuosic arpeggios and scalar passages. A lightly modified version of the B 
theme occurs one more time before a brief cadenza resolves to E-flat minor, the home key of the 
movement. The A theme (A’, recapitulation) returns in the bassoon with minor modifications.55 
It is then repeated by the flute, mirroring the first section, in which it was introduced by the flute 
and then the clarinet. 
 
Ex. 3.23. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement II, solo violin mm. 80–91.  
As expected in the recapitulation of a ternary form, the theme is ornamented.56 
Embellishments occur as the soloist plays a countermelody against the main theme first in the 
bassoon and later the flute (See Ex. 3.24).  
 
55 The resolution of each four-measure phrase in the bassoon statement uses pitches A-flat, E-flat, B-flat, and E-flat 
instead of A-flat, G-flat, B-flat, and E-flat. 
56 William E. Caplin, Classical Form: A Theory of Formal Functions for the Instrumental Music of Haydn, Mozart, 
and Beethoven (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 214. 
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Ex. 3.24. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement II, bassoon I and solo violin, mm. 125–
131.  
 
The recapitulation is shortened, leaving out the secondary theme introduced by the soloist 
in the exposition. This adjustment allows the music to remain in the home key and provides tonal 
unity within the movement, which ends with a brief seven-measure codetta that prolongs the 
tonic harmony. 
  According to Caplin, a small ternary form differs from a large ternary.57 This movement 
shares aspects of both forms. As in a large ternary, this tripartite form is a full movement rather 
than a portion of a movement. However, Caplin claims that some slow movements are based 
exclusively on small ternary form,58 leaving open the possibility of analyzing this movement as a 
small ternary.  
Caplin also states that the theme of a small ternary is normally a simple theme, while the 
A section of a large ternary is usually a small ternary or binary form itself. 59 In this sense, the 
slow movement of the Aymara Violin Concerto, which has a complex two-part A section 
(orchestral double period followed by the freer theme in the solo part), should be classified as a 
large ternary.  
 
57 Caplin, Classical Form, 211. 
58 Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form: An Approach for the Classroom, 574. 
59 Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form, 574. 
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Another major attribute of a large ternary form is that the A section ends in the home 
key.60 Gianneo preserves the home key in the first part of A, modulating only at the end of the 
soloist’s thematic statement. As previously stated, the soloist continues using E-flat minor 
pitches while the rest of the orchestra seems to reach other keys (polytonality was not uncommon 
in Gianneo’s style). Because of this harmonic ambiguity, and the lack of authentic cadences 
throughout the movement, it is difficult to conclude unequivocally whether the A section ends in 
the home key or a subordinate key.  
As is typical of large ternary, the recapitulation does not need adjustments to remain in 
the tonic. However, an entire section (the soloist’s theme, or secondary theme) has been 
suppressed in order for the key to remain the same. No changes to the existing material are 
needed to remain in the tonic, but an entire section is missing.  
The B section of a small ternary uses the device of “standing on the dominant”61 and ends 
in the dominant key, leading to a return to the home key in the recapitulation. In a large ternary, 
however, this dominant emphasis is not always present. Referring to the end of the B section, 
Caplin asserts that the form could reach tonic harmonies at the end of sections, though generally 
not in the home key.62  
The movement’s contrasting middle section clearly emphasizes the minor dominant (as it 
would in a small ternary), but there are no clear cadences at the end of the section. An E-flat 
pedal in the lowest voice suggests that the B section has returned to the home key (Caplin 
considers this very unusual). However, a solo in the first cello includes pitches belonging to 
dominant harmonies, primarily A-flat and B-flat, and the soloist is given a dominant upbeat (B-
 
60 Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form, 574. 
61 Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form, 197. 
62 Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form, 575. 
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flat) to the following section, suggesting that the resolution to E-flat pentatonic minor occurs 
instead at the start of the recapitulation (A’).  
 The second movement is almost identical between both versions of the concerto. Despite 
the fact that both have the same number of measures, there are minor structural differences 
between the two (see Fig 3.5). The first version includes a four-measure introduction to the A 
theme, consisting of a harmonic progression of sustained tones in the second flute and clarinets, 
which is absent in the final version.  
Measure 36 is repeated only twice in the final version, whereas it is repeated three times 
in the first version. The shortened version makes the phrase asymmetrical (seven measures), 
which is not entirely rare in Gianneo’s writing.63 Occasionally, measures are added or removed, 
preserving the harmonic layout. Although the final version lacks the introduction, it includes a 
seven-measure codetta that prolongs tonic harmony at the end of the movement. 
 
Fig. 3.5. Measure comparison between versions of the Aymara Violin Concerto, mov. II. 
 The instrumentation is alike in both versions, consisting of 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 
bassoons, 2 horns, strings, and solo violin. The solo and accompanying parts are only slightly 
different between versions. 
 
 
 
63 In the recording of the concerto under Luis Gorelik (Orquesta Sinfónica de Salta, 2010), this measure is repeated 
three times, as in the original version.  
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Movement III 
Non Troppo Vivo 
 This seven-part rondo can be interpreted more precisely as a symmetrical seven-part 
rondo (AB–AC–AB’–A)64 with a lengthy transition leading to the third episode (AB–AC–
A→B’–A, see Fig. 3.6 and 3.7).  
 
Fig. 3.6. Aymara Violin Concerto, movement III. Formal analysis.65 
 
Fig. 3.7. Aymara Violin Concerto, movement III. Formal analysis, transition simplified.66 
Gianneo’s choice of keys in this movement follows a traditional rondo form (see Fig. 
3.7). According to Caplin, in a minor key rondo, B is often in the key of VI, while C occasionally 
preserves a minor tonality. In the context of this movement, B is in A-flat major pentatonic (VI) 
 
64 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 402. 
65 Transition indicated in brackets. 
66 Brackets indicate transition material elided in this chart. 
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and C is in F-sharp minor pentatonic (+iii). The return of B in the recapitulation (B’) is in the 
tonic key as expected.67 The final statements of B and A return to the tonic pitch D, but in a 
major mode.  
 The movement begins with a playful and syncopated D-minor pentatonic theme 
introduced by the solo violin and bassoon (theme A, see Ex. 3.25). This theme consists of a 16-
measure period that is later repeated in an orchestral tutti. The first statement of the theme 
includes a subsidiary lyrical theme (marked dolce), which is missing from some of the later 
reiterations of A. The lyrical quality of the subsidiary theme blends with the articulated character 
of the primary theme as it develops. 
 
67 Caplin, Classical Form, 231–235. 
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Ex. 3.25. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement III, mm. 1–6.  
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The first episode, B, begins in measure 69 and is marked con grazia. This theme 
preserves the lively and syncopated nature of A, although the rhythmic motives are clearly 
different (see Ex. 3.26). Rhythmic motives in the primary themes of both A and B use folk 
elements, such as displaced accents to create syncopation and short periodic structures. Like 
theme A, theme B also includes a subsidiary theme with more lyricism and a modulation. 
 
Ex. 3.26. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement III, trumpet I, mm. 69–72. 
The B theme, first introduced by the first trumpet and continued by the woodwinds, 
establishes A-flat major pentatonic as the tonal center (see Ex. 3.27). The accompaniment, 
however, includes pitches which obscure the A-flat pentatonic harmonies. 
 
Ex. 3.27. A-flat minor pentatonic. 
Themes in previous movements included non-chord tones, relying on bass lines to 
highlight tonic harmonies. In this movement, the lack of tonic harmonies and the inclusion of 
non-chord tones in the bass lines of various statements adds a layer of complexity and, 
occasionally, dissonance. This blurring of tonal center also occurs in the next statement of A (m. 
134). The bass line alternates between pitches B-flat and F, instead of highlighting D (as in the 
first statement of A). 
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 The return of A is shortened, lacking the subsidiary theme. A molto ritenuto leads to a 
key change from no sharps or flats to three sharps, a time signature change from 6/8 to 3/4, and a 
tempo change from Non troppo vivo (dotted quarter note equals 104) to Lento (quarter note 
equals 54). The C theme begins at this shift (m. 162), establishing F-sharp minor pentatonic as 
the tonal center (see Ex. 3.28 and 3.29). Contrasting the tonal ambiguity of B and the return of A, 
a pedal F-sharp underlines the tonic in section C. Melodic material, marked sonoro, is presented 
by the solo violin on the G string. 
 
Ex. 3.28. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement III, violin solo, mm. 162–165. 
 
           
Ex. 3.29. F-sharp minor pentatonic. 
 The retransition brings a return to the original tempo, key, and time signature in measure 
189. The A theme briefly returns in measure 197 in D minor pentatonic, made up of eight 
measures of solo violin and bassoon followed by eight measures of full orchestra. 
The transition to the third episode begins with a modulatory passage that alternates 
shortened statements of all themes.68 Gianneo includes a return of C in measure 326 of this 
transition, this time performed by the horn while the solo violin plays arpeggiated chords that 
 
68 Part of this transition, measures 204–275, is cut from both professional recordings of the piece. 
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underline G-minor harmonies. The A theme returns in the slower tempo of the C theme, marked 
poco piú andante.  
In measure 361, the transition ends with the introduction of a shortened version of B in D 
major pentatonic (labeled B’) in the solo violin part (marked dolcissimo). This theme leads to a 
final statement of A in a coda-like fashion, gradually adding instruments to create a thicker 
texture.  
In this last return of A (labeled A’), the melodic material and accompaniment include the 
pitch F-sharp rather than F-natural, establishing D major pentatonic as the tonal center. The piece 
ends with a fortissimo sustained orchestral open fifth on pitches D and A and a final timpani and 
percussion accented strike. 
 While both versions of the concerto preserve the same melodic material in all the themes 
in this movement, there are multiple modifications in instrumentation, texture, structure, and 
length. Even though the instrumentation is identical between versions, their use in the orchestral 
texture varies. 
In the first version, the A theme is first stated by the cellos, while the solo violin plays 
arpeggiated running sixteenth notes; in the final version, the solo violin and bassoon introduce 
the theme (see Ex. 3.30). The program notes from the premiere of the concerto at the Teatro 
Colón in 194469 mention the introduction of the last movement’s theme by the cellos and solo 
violin, clearly referring to the first version.70  
 
69 The premiere in 1944 took place two years after the first version of the concerto was awarded second prize in the 
contest organized by the Fleisher Collection (1942). There is no available documentation indicating that Gianneo 
revised the work before the premiere in 1944. After the premiere of the first version Gianneo made significant 
changes and in 1953 the final version was premiered.  
70 “Concerto Aymara,” program notes, Orquesta Estable del Teatro Colón, 1944 concert season. 
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Ex. 3.30. Gianneo, Aymara Violin Concerto, movement III, mm. 1–4. First version. 
The first half of this movement shows no major structural differences between the 
versions. The transition to the third episode (B’), however, contains multiple tonal and structural 
modifications (see Fig. 3.8).  
 
 
Fig. 3.8. Measure comparison between versions of the Aymara Violin Concerto, mov. III. 
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In the first version, there is no return of C and A in a slower tempo, the penultimate 
statement of B is, in fact, the last statement of B, and the last statement of A returns to D minor 
pentatonic. The first version of this movement ends in D minor pentatonic, while the second 
version ends in D major pentatonic (see Fig. 3.8).71 
The three movements of the concerto create a tonal arc, with the first and last movements 
sharing the same tonal center: D minor pentatonic — E-flat minor pentatonic — D minor/major 
pentatonic.72 As explored in this study, Gianneo’s use of form and tonality in the Aymara Violin 
Concerto creates the unity and symmetry expected from a neoclassical work. The structure and 
number of movements (three) reflects Classical concerto construction, where the first movement 
is a fast Allegro in sonata form, the second is in a slower tempo, and the third movement is a 
fast, Classical rondo. Some Classical concertos which utilize this form include Mozart’s Violin 
Concerto No. 5 in A major, K. 219, and Haydn’s Violin Concerto No. 4 in D major, Hob. Vlla:4, 
among others. This formal structure is occasionally seen in Romantic concertos as well, as in 
Johannes Brahms’ Violin Concerto in D major, Op. 77.  
Gianneo moves beyond Neoclassicism in a few ways. He includes themes based on folk 
rhythms and pentatonic melodies, a technique commonly featured in nationalist Romantic 
compositions such as Dvořák’s Violin Concerto in A minor, Op. 53 (B. 108). Directly 
contrasting Classical concerto writing, Gianneo’s work elides the first orchestral tutti. The 
concerto also begins with a very brief orchestral introduction, resembling Romantic violin 
concertos like Dvořák’s Violin Concerto rather than following Classical tradition. 
 
71 The D minor pentatonic ending is also mentioned in the program notes for the premiere of the concerto at the 
Teatro Colón in 1944, referring to the first version. “Concerto Aymara,” program notes, Orquesta Estable del 
Teatro Colón, 1944 concert season. 
72 This symmetrical tonal structure is typical in Classical multi-movement tonal works. 
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The Aymara Violin Concerto’s rich instrumentation corresponds to that of other 
neoclassical works. Gianneo’s first version of the concerto is closer to Romantic instrumentation, 
with the addition of 3 trombones and tuba. Most Romantic violin concertos consists of 2 flutes, 2 
oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, timpani, and strings, occasionally including 
trombones (typically three of them) and piccolo. However, in the final version, Gianneo enlarged 
the percussion section by adding triangle, snare drum, cymbals, bass drum, and tam-tams. This 
larger percussion section is less typical in Classical and Romantic concertos, and more common 
in twentieth-century Neoclassical works such as the Prokofiev Violin Concerto No.2 in G minor, 
Op. 63, which includes snare drum, bass drum, castanets, cymbals, and triangle. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SELECTED WORKS FOR VIOLIN 
Introduction 
 This chapter presents analyses of all of Gianneo’s chamber works that feature the violin 
as soloist: the Sonata for Violin and Piano, Cinco Piezas for violin and piano, and Tres 
Piezas for violin solo.1 These pieces are representative of the multiple styles and compositional 
techniques that Gianneo explored during his lifetime, from tonal simplicity to serialism. 
Gianneo’s Sonata for Violin and Piano is the earliest of the works analyzed in this study. 
Dedicated “to the memory of [Gianneo’s] brother Miguel,”2 the sonata was written in 19353 and 
premiered in the same year during a concert organized by the Grupo Renovación at Amigos del 
Arte in Buenos Aires. Violinist Carlos Pessina and pianist Francisco Amicarelli premiered the 
sonata. Pessina later premiered and popularized other works by Luis Gianneo, including the 
Aymara Violin Concerto in 1942. The second version of the sonata (finished in 1952)4 was 
premiered in 1953 by Leo Petroni and María Luisa Ferrer at the Universidad Nacional de 
Córdoba.5 
The sonata has been performed in multiple venues in Argentina and abroad: Carlos P. 
Felica and Luis La Vía performed it in 1935, Ljerko Spiller and Ruwin Erlich in 1942, Isaac 
Weinstein and Rafael González in 1954, and Dox Steininger and Alejandro Ntaca in 1955. 
 
1 See Appendix A for a complete catalogue of string works by Gianneo. 
2 Score archived at the Instituto Nacional de Etnomusicología in Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
3 During Gianneo’s 20-year stay in San Miguel de Tucumán. 
4 The present study analyzes the second version of the sonata. The first version has been lost. 
5 Jorge Oscar Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Culturales Argentinas, 1980), 152. 
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Gianneo’s daughters, Brunilda and Celia, included the sonata in their concert programs on 
multiple occasions and recorded it for the label Qualiton.6 In addition to the collaborations with 
her sister, Brunilda Gianneo performed and recorded the sonata with pianist Manuel Rego.7 
Brunilda also performed it in Switzerland with Edith Murado (1978)8 and Yanka Brun (1963), 
and with Dorothy Marshall at the Canning House in London (1964).9 
The next work that Gianneo wrote for violin and piano is his renowned Cinco Piezas, 
finished in 1942, Gianneo’s last year in the northern province of Tucumán and the same year he 
finished the Aymara Violin Concerto. It consists of five short pieces based on Andean folk 
dances and songs. Dedicated to his daughter Brunilda, it was published in 1942 by Casa 
Grignola S.R.L. in Tucumán.  
As with the Sonata for Violin and Piano, Brunilda and her sister Celia regularly 
performed Cinco Piezas10 and recorded it for Qualiton. Brunilda performed it in Buenos Aires 
with pianist and composer Virtú Maragno in 1968. Other notable performances were given by 
violinist José Bondar and pianist Natalia Biffis (1969), and violinist Beatriz Ridelinir and 
pianists Valentina Díaz and Carmen Diez Martín (1964). Cinco Piezas for violin and piano is 
still performed frequently.11  
In 1963, a few years before Gianneo’s death, he wrote his only work for violin solo, Tres 
Piezas, a work that consists of three short pieces titled Preludio, Danza, and Canción. Gianneo 
 
6 Their performances of the sonata included concerts at the Conservatorio Provincial Juan José Castro, the 
Universidad Nacional de La Plata, the Conservatorio Provincial Gilardo Gilardi in 1969, and the Conservatorio 
Nacional de Música Carlos López Buchardo in 1970. 
7 For recording label L.R.A. 
8 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 96. 
9 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 153. 
10 Cinco Piezas was included in their performance program at the Museo de Arte Hispanoamericano and in La Plata, 
sponsored by the Dirección de Cultura del Ministerio de Educación de la Provincia de Buenos Aires in 1959. 
11 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 158–159. 
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dedicated this work to violinist Max Rostal. Violinist Eduardo Acedo premiered Tres Piezas in 
Buenos Aires at the Segundo Festival de Música Contemporánea in 1963. 
  Tres Piezas for violin solo is one of the few works Gianneo wrote using serial processes. 
Even as Gianneo drastically changed his musical language, he preserved some of the folk 
melodic and rhythmic elements found in his tonal pieces. As one of Gianneo’s first serial 
works,12 Tres Piezas was received with reservation by some audience members. Critics at the 
newspaper La Prensa found Gianneo’s change of musical language abrupt and surprising, while 
critics at the newspaper La Nación commended the brilliant and skillful performance of the 
interpreter.13  
There are two versions of Tres Piezas. In addition to some differences in musical 
material, the first version includes the composition year (1963), the name of each movement 
(Preludio, Danza, and Canción), and the dedication to Max Rostal. The second version only 
numbers each movement.14 Tres Piezas was recorded in 2011 by Alejandro Drago and released 
on the disk Classical Music Collection for the label Tradition.15 This study will analyze the 
second version of the piece. 
Analytical Methodology 
Because these three works combine aspects of Classical form with neotonal and post-
tonal musical language, they will be analyzed using a variety of methods. Scholars use 
“neotonal” as a label for musical language that combines tonal and post-tonal features, but is not 
 
12 Gianneo’s only serial works are the cantata Angor Dei for soprano and orchestra (1962), Tres Piezas for violin 
solo (1963), Sinfonía Antífona (1963), Poema de la Saeta for voice and orchestra (1965), and his last work, 
Obertura del Sesquicentenario (1966). 
13 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 167. 
14 Both versions of the score are archived at the Instituto Nacional de Musicología in Buenos Aires. 
15 Alejandro Drago, Classical Music Collection, CD, Tradition B000ZHP94A (2011). 
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entirely atonal. James K. Williams states that the term neotonal refers to compositions that fall 
somewhere on the spectrum of tonality to atonality.16 
Classical forms will be analyzed using methodology by James Hepokoski and Warren 
Darcy (Elements of Sonata Theory) and William E. Caplin (Classical Form and Analyzing 
Classical Form). Serial works will be analyzed using methodology by Joseph Nathan Straus 
(Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory). 
 Even though the Sonata for Violin and Piano is written in Classical sonata form, its lack 
of tonic-dominant relationships and common practice chord progressions presents a challenge for 
formal analysis. The absence of tonal cadences, especially perfect authentic cadences (PACs), 
creates a lack of the structural points integral to sonata theory, such as the medial caesura (MC), 
essential expositional closure (EEC), and essential structural closure (ESC).17 The lack of an 
MC, for example, brings up questions in the analysis. According to Hepokoski and Darcy, a 
sonata exposition without a successfully articulated medial caesura is considered a continuous 
exposition, as opposed to a two-part exposition, in which the transition and the MC separate P 
and S.18 The authors state that a continuous exposition “fills up most of the expositional space 
with the relentlessly ongoing, expansive spinning-out (Fortspinnung) of an initial idea or its 
immediate consequences.”19 In spite of the lack of an MC, Gianneo’s Sonata for Violin and 
Piano clearly uses two contrasting themes rather than a Fortspinnung process. Gianneo’s 
harmonic language impacts the formal analysis of this work on multiple levels, necessitating new 
and different methods of defining its structure. 
 
16 James K. Williams, Theories and Analyses of Twentieth-Century Music (New York: Harcourt Brace & Company, 
1997), 18. 
17 James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in the Late-
Eighteenth-Century Sonata (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 18. 
18 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 23. 
19 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 51. 
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Felix Salzer claims that “In a most general definition, tonality is the expression of tonal 
unity and coherence based on the principle of structure and prolongation. Thus, structural 
coherence and tonal coherence are, in their ultimate analysis, the same.”20 In the presence of 
tonally ambiguous language and the absence of other unifying elements, structural coherence is 
compromised. Outside of cadence patterns (which may be absent in neotonal and atonal works), 
Williams mentions multiple “events that articulate the temporal flow and divide the work into 
formal units,” including “temporary pauses (caesurae) due to longer notes and/or rests, abrupt 
changes of tempo and/or meter, abrupt changes of texture and or/timbre, [and] introduction of 
new melodic ideas or patterns of figuration.” Williams states that “major divisions are often 
articulated by several events working in combination. Minor divisions typically involve fewer 
events.”21 This concept can aid in the analysis of two-part expositions with no MC in Gianneo’s 
works. 
 The analysis of recurring thematic material is fundamental to the structural analysis of 
any work, but especially of neotonal and atonal works, due to their ambiguous harmonic 
language. Pieter C. van den Toorn acknowledges the importance of recurring motives and pitch-
class sets in analyzing neoclassical works. In his article Neoclassicism and Its Definitions, the 
scholar states that, 
Defined by its rhythms and successions, the melodic life of a particular work can still be 
very much its own. And this is because, although relatively nondescript in and of 
themselves, motives can reflect all the various aspects of a context, including its melody, 
harmony, rhythm, and instrumentation. Motives can result from an interaction of those 
aspects, and can reflect not only the sum but the transcending context itself.22 
 
 
20 Felix Salzer, Structural Hearing: Tonal Coherence in Music (New York: Dover Publications, 1982), 226–227. 
21 Williams, Theories and Analyses of Twentieth-Century Music, 149. 
22 Pieter C. van den Toorn, Neoclassicism and Its Definitions (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 1997), 
135. 
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 Musical elements and events in each piece discussed in this chapter will be analyzed to 
determine tonal centers (if there are any and how are they established), formal units, and stylistic 
traits. Sources will be cited in each section to account for the methodology used in the analysis of 
harmonic language and the adaptation and application of Classical form to twentieth century 
music. 
Sonata for Violin and Piano 
The Sonata for Violin and Piano (1935) consists of three movements, lasting 
approximately 18–19 minutes in performance. The outer movements follow sonata form, while 
the middle movement is a theme and variations. Written seven years before the Aymara Violin 
Concerto and Cinco Piezas, the Sonata has a more tonally ambiguous language and more 
complex and dissonant chordal structures than either of the latter two works.  
All works analyzed in this study include rhythmic and melodic elements characteristic of 
Argentine folk music. However, the harmonic language varies between works. The Sonata for 
Violin and Piano is tonal, but the lack of clear tonic-dominant relationships obscures the sense of 
tonic. Even though the sonata is significantly more dissonant and tonally ambiguous than the 
concerto (which is mostly pentatonic) and Cinco Piezas (which is mostly tonal), it still retains a 
sense of tonality (unlike Tres Piezas, which uses serial processes). 
Movement I — Allegro Non Troppo 
 The first movement of the sonata follows sonata form (see Fig. 4.1), in characteristic 
neoclassical fashion. The primary theme (marked energico) has a spirited and joyful motive (see 
Ex. 4.1). In contrast, the secondary theme (marked Piú Lento—con molto espressione) is slower 
and more lyrical (see Ex. 4.2). The exposition’s closing section is P-based (Tempo I). 
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Fig. 4.1. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement I. Formal analysis.  
 
Ex. 4.1. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement I, mm. 1–3. 
 
 
Ex. 4.2. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement I, mm. 48–50. 
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The development begins with the primary theme, followed briefly by the secondary 
theme. The primary theme is developed through repetition of the main motivic cell at different 
pitch levels with varying accompanimental texture and harmonies. The secondary theme’s 
rhythm is varied and marked ritenuto. The retransition mainly uses material from the primary 
theme, repeating, modifying, and transposing it in all voices. The recapitulation begins with the 
primary theme in the piano (marked vivo) instead of the violin. As in the exposition, the 
secondary theme is marked Piú Lento and the closing section returns to the primary theme 
material (Tempo I). The coda is very energetic and jubilant, marked molto marcato and 
giubiloso.  
Gianneo modifies the harmonic accompaniment of recurring themes throughout the 
piece, clarifying or obscuring tonal centers. The first theme of the movement begins in D major; 
however, the harmony in the first statement of the primary theme is obscured by the use of non-
chord tones such as B, C, and E-flat (see Ex. 4.3). When this theme returns in measure 5, only 
one non-chord tone is present, C (see Ex. 4.4). In the recapitulation (m. 121), the accompaniment 
emphasizes D and A in the bass in a rhythmic ostinato. The violin arrives on an F-sharp on the 
first beat of the recapitulation and joins the D and A rhythmic ostinato, while the piano (right 
hand) plays the melody. This statement includes two non-chord tones, pitches B and C (see Ex. 
4.5).  
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Ex. 4.3. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement I, m. 1. 
 
 
 
 
Ex. 4.4. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement I, m. 5. 
 
 
 
Ex. 4.5. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement I, mm. 120–122. 
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The accompaniment of the secondary theme in the exposition (m. 48) consists of an F-
sharp minor arpeggio, while the melody plays notes fitting into that harmony. The right hand of 
the piano includes non-chord tone D and passing tone B. There are fewer recurrences of the 
secondary theme. The elaboration techniques used to vary this theme include transposition of 
thematic material, texture changes to the accompaniment, and rhythmical variations. In the 
recapitulation, S is accompanied by an E minor chord instead of F-sharp minor. 
There are no tonic-dominant cadences to establish the tonal center in either theme. 
Instead, tonal centricity is established by the repetition of pitches, interval stability,23 and 
melodic elements. For example, the establishment of F-sharp minor (in the exposition, see Ex. 
4.2) and E minor (in the recapitulation, see Ex. 4.6) in the secondary theme relies on the use of 
such compositional devices. The repetition of pitches in the melody and bass line outlines tertian 
harmonies, providing intervallic stability.  
 
 
Ex. 4.6. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement I, mm. 135–137. 
 
 
23 Paul Hindemith, The Craft of Musical Composition. Book 1: Theory (New York: Schott, 1942), 87. 
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In addition to tonal centricity, formal units are determined by texture, character, and 
tempo changes. The first theme (energico) has sharp attacks, accents, and strong articulations, 
while the secondary theme is legato, expressive, and slower (marked Piú Lento, con molta 
espressione, and dolce). The recapitulation preserves the differences in texture, character, and 
tempo between P and S.  
 The movement ends with a C major chord in the piano while the violin sustains the pitch 
B after arpeggiating an E minor chord (see Ex. 4.7). This C major 7 sonority contrasts with the 
main tonal center of the primary theme, D major. It is not completely unusual for a neotonal 
work to end on a different tonic. Williams states that neotonal pieces do not necessarily begin 
and end on the same tonic.24 The presence of C as a tonal center in this movement provides unity 
on a larger scale by foreshadowing the last movement, which will mostly feature C major 
harmonies. 
  
Ex. 4.7. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement I, mm. 173–174. 
 
Gianneo’s treatment of dissonance in this work is highlighted by his free use of 
polychords followed by tertian harmonies. Measures 17–18 provide a clear example of 
 
24 Williams, Theories and Analyses of Twentieth-Century Music, 26. 
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Gianneo’s use of consonance and dissonance. The sequence includes polychords E-flat/C, D-
flat/D, C-flat/C7, B-flat/F, A-flat/G, G-flat/Am, ending with a G major chord (see Ex. 4.8).  
 
Ex. 4.8. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement I, mm. 17–18. 
Movement II — Lento 
The second movement of the sonata is a theme and variations, using a theme that 
resembles a passionate tango melody (see Ex. 4.9). The sixteenth-note subdivision in the third 
measure creates a 3 + 3 + 2 pattern, often used in tango music. The first statement of the theme is 
nine measures long, with eight measures in 4/8 followed by a ninth measure in 5/8. This type of 
asymmetry is typical of Gianneo’s music. Even though the theme is marked by an asymmetrical 
structure, the following variations do not necessarily follow the same pattern of measures. Each 
variation introduces rhythmical and melodic modifications to the theme as well as textural 
alterations, including slides, double stops, arpeggiated pizzicati, harmonics, and muted effects. 
The measure numbers and musical effect of each variation are presented as a formal analysis in 
Fig. 4.2.    
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Ex. 4.9. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement II, mm. 1–4. 
 
 
Fig. 4.2. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement II. Formal analysis. 
 
 Even though Gianneo establishes tonal centers in the beginning of each variation, he 
completely avoids common-practice chord progressions, and often includes non-chord tones in 
his tertian harmonies. The key relationship between the theme and the first two variations evokes 
the idea of a tonal language through tonic-dominant relationships (minor tonic to minor 
dominant), for example, but there are no actual tonal cadences (dominant-tonic). 
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 The movement ends with an afterthought consisting of three low Ds in the left hand of 
the piano (see Ex. 4.10), a rhythmic figure that serves as a final reference to tango.  
 
Ex. 4.10. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement II, mm. 113–114. 
Movement III — Allegro Scherzando 
The last movement follows sonata form, as outlined in Fig. 4.3. The first theme is playful 
and lively (see Ex. 4.11), with the melody in the violin (leggero) outlining an A minor triad. The 
accompaniment begins two measures earlier with an ostinato unison G. The A-minor tonal center 
is established more clearly in measures 6–8, when the lower register of the piano joins with an 
open fifth A and E. The accompaniment also repeats the sequence E/A to G/B, ending on the 
pitch A. The G pedal continues until measure 15, when the accompaniment sequence resolves 
again on A and the ostinato continues with the pitch A.  
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Fig. 4.3. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement III. Formal analysis. 
 
 
Ex. 4.11. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement III, mm. 3–7. 
 
The secondary theme introduces a sonorous and passionate melody marked con fuoco 
(see Ex. 4.12). The tonal center, G, is the third pitch in the theme and is sustained by an octave 
interval in the bass line. While the tonal center of the secondary theme in the exposition is G, it is 
C in the recapitulation. This alteration fulfills the expectation of restating all non-tonic modules 
from the second part of the exposition in the tonic key.25 In this movement, however, the primary 
theme is in A minor, a key that returns in the recapitulation. As the movement ends in its relative 
major, C major, it is not entirely surprising that the secondary theme in the recapitulation is in C 
 
25 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 19. 
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major. According to Hepokoski and Darcy, a minor-mode sonata movement has the option of 
sounding the secondary theme (and closing themes) in the minor or parallel major mode in the 
recapitulation.26
 
Ex. 4.12. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement III, mm. 61–65. 
The development section mainly elaborates on the primary theme, then leads to the 
recapitulation of that theme in measure 189. At this reappearance of the theme, the A-minor 
tonality is obscured by several non-chord tones (such as B-flat) and a modulatory rhythmical 
ostinato accompaniment. The rhythmical ostinato begins with pitches A and B-flat, soon 
changing to alternations between other pitches, such as G/B-flat, F/A, F/G, and E/G. The melody 
still fits into the A-minor triad. 
The secondary theme introduces C major in the recapitulation, and this tonal center 
continues on to permeate the coda (which starts in measure 232). In measures 257–260, the first 
dominant seventh chord of the entire piece is heard: a G dominant seventh with an added C. This 
harmony is sustained through these measures, while pitches G and C bring back the rhythmic 
ostinato from the beginning of the movement (see Ex. 4.13).  
 
26 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 20. 
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Ex. 4.13. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement III, mm. 256–260. 
After a modulatory sequence, the primary theme returns in a coda, this time fitting into a 
C major triad and abruptly ending on a sustained G. The last two measures of the movement 
consist of overlapping tertian harmonies which create polychords Em/F and Dm/Em, ambiguous 
sonorities that end in a strong arrival in C major (see Ex. 4.14). It is only at the end of the piece 
that a restful, satisfying resolution occurs. 
 
Ex. 4.14. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement III, mm. 266–269. 
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Cinco Piezas for Violin and Piano 
Cinco Piezas (1942) consists of five short movements, or pieces,27 based on Andean folk 
dances and songs. The pieces are titled Vidala, Canción Incaica, Chacarera, Canción de Cuna, 
and Zapateado. The entire work is approximately 9–10 minutes long. 
Cinco Piezas for violin and piano considerably more tonal than the other works analyzed 
in this study. However, this work was not the earliest one to be composed. The Sonata for Violin 
and Piano, written seven year before (1935), includes more complex harmonies, rhythms, and 
formal structures. Gianneo occasionally returned to simpler compositions throughout his life. In 
1946, for example, he wrote Siete Piezas Infantiles, Villancico, and Caminito de Belén for piano 
solo, and in 1950 he wrote Pastoral for orchestra, all of which are tonally and structurally less 
complex works. In addition to the presence of tonic-dominant and relative major/minor 
relationships, these works include tonal cadences and common-practice chord progressions.28 
Vidala 
The first piece, Vidala,29 is based on a type of traditional song from the Argentine and 
Bolivian altiplano called the vidala, named after the Yarahué sentimental song called vidala 
coya. This type of song has a poetic text of eight to ten syllables (most typically eight), generally 
a two-verse refrain,30 and is in a triple meter and minor mode. Gianneo borrows the traditional 
vidala meter and mode for his piece.31 
 
27 Cinco Piezas means “five pieces.” 
28 In Cinco Piezas, these elements occur particularly in the last movement. 
29 Not to be confused with the type of song called vidalita or vidalitá (vidalitay). 
30 Lázaro Flury, Historia de la Música Argentina (Santa Fe, Argentina: Ediciones Colmegna, 1967), 9. 
31 William Gradante, “Vidala.” Grove Music Online, 2001, accessed 6 Oct. 2019; https://www-oxfordmusiconline-
com.unco.idm.oclc.org/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-
0000029307. 
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Marked Molto lento, Vidala consists of two themes that can be interpreted as a stanza 
followed by a refrain (see Fig. 4.4 for a summary of the form). The first theme is nine measures 
long, consisting of a period with an antecedent (four measures) that reaches the relative major (C 
natural minor32 to E-flat major) and a consequent (five measures) that ends in C minor. The 
second theme is eight measures long, also a period, beginning in the relative major (E-flat major) 
and ending on the tonic. The sixth scale degree (A-natural) is consistently raised, creating a 
modal sonority.  
 
Fig. 4.4. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Vidala. Formal analysis. 
Each theme appears a second time with modifications. When the first theme reappears in 
mm. 18–25, it is heard in the piano. The violin plays pizzicato chords in this second statement, 
varying from the first statement, in which the violin plays the melody. The return of the second 
theme in mm. 26–35 adds an extra measure, avoiding a clear harmonic resolution to the tonic. 
This instability leads to a brief reminiscence of the first theme (three measures long), which 
brings a melancholy conclusion by resolving to C minor. The repetition of both themes with the 
incomplete statement of the first theme could be interpreted as a rounded binary structure with a 
repeat: A B | A′ B′ A′′. 
 
32 The seventh scale degree is never altered; therefore, there is no leading tone. 
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Canción Incaica 
The second piece, Canción Incaica, is marked Andantino. The title refers to a song from 
the Inca civilization, which existed in the Andean mountains from Peru to the north of Chile and 
Argentina.  
The piece is written in 6/8 in D minor and consists of three four-measure melodic cells 
(labeled a, b, and c) that share a playful character and staccato articulation, punctuated by longer 
notes. These motives are combined to create phrases and periods that alternate melodic material 
in different ways, forming a two-part structure (see Fig. 4.5).  
 
 
Fig. 4.5. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Canción Incaica. Formal analysis. 
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The first motivic cell (a, see Ex. 4.15) has an antecedent function due to its inconclusive 
harmonic structure (Dm—F). The other two melodic cells (b and c) have a consequent function 
(F—Dm and Dm—Dm, see Ex. 4.16 and 4.17). The melodic material is always identical, 
whether it is in the violin or piano part,33 while the accompaniment in the piano part is slightly 
modified in each statement. 
 
 
Ex. 4.15. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Canción Incaica, mm. 1–4. 
 
 
 
Ex. 4.16. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Canción Incaica, mm. 5–8. 
 
 
33 The melodic material is only stated in the piano part in measures 22–25 and 30–33. 
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Ex. 4.17. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Canción Incaica, mm. 14–17. 
 
 The first 12 measures are repeated, this time combining melodic cells a and b,  and 
repeating the latter. Motivic cells c and b follow, with the pitch D added in the bass line of b to 
create a more resolute harmonic progression (Dm—Dm, see Ex. 4.18). 
 
Ex. 4.18. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Canción Incaica, mm. 17–21. 
The rest of the piece combines either cells a and b or c and b in the following order: a-b, 
a-b, and c-b. The last statement of b (mm. 42–46) again uses the more resolute harmonic 
progression (Dm—Dm). Considering the grouping of motivic cells, the piece could be interpreted 
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as a repeated two-part structure consisting of a-b(b), a-b(b), and c-b, where the last statement of 
b is always more resolute.34 
Chacarera 
 The third piece is titled Chacarera after the eponymous folk dance, which appeared in 
the second half of the nineteenth century. The name is believed to be a derivative of the rural 
chacra, meaning farm. Its choreography includes zapateado (footwork tapping), contorneo 
(making patterns on the dance floor), and castañeo (clapping or playing the castanets). It is 
danced in pairs, with each couple creating figures and turns on the dance floor. Verses are sung 
during the dance.35 
Gianneo’s Chacarera is written in 3/4, in A major. The violin is the primary instrument, 
as is traditional in a chacarera. Its tripartite structure highlights two themes and a rhythmic 
motive that returns between sections (see Fig. 4.6). 
 
Fig. 4.6. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Chacarera. Formal analysis. 
 
34 Parentheses refers to the reiteration of b in its first statement and in the repeat of that first statement (mm. 5–8 and 
mm. 9–12).  
35 Flury, Historia de la Música Argentina, 95. 
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The first six measures introduce the recurring rhythmic motive that starts the piece and 
reappears between sections (see Ex. 4.19). This rhythmic motive is marked by hemiola, which is 
typical in this type of folk dance. In the first two measures, syncopation on beats one and two, 
along with the displaced accent on beat three, create a very dynamic and energized effect. In 
measure 3, this motive is followed by a clear three-beat pattern. These rhythmic figures then 
repeat in the next three bars.  
 
Ex. 4.19. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Chacarera, mm. 1–6. 
The first theme, in A major, has a spirited and vigorous character (marked Allegro and 
marcato), and features the same hemiola alternation of two syncopated measures followed by 
two measures with a clear three-beat pattern (see Ex. 4.20). The eight-measure first statement is 
repeated, but the repeat is extended with similar material. This extension is also repeated 
(repetitions are written out). 
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Ex. 4.20. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Chacarera, mm. 7–10. 
The rhythmic motive from the opening returns to serve as a transition to the second 
theme, which is composed of a symmetrical, eight-measure phrase with repeated antecedent and 
consequent. This second theme contrasts the first with a sweeter and more lyrical character, 
marked espressivo. In the first measure of the phrase, the second beat is emphasized, emulating 
the sarabande style (see Ex. 4.21).  
 
Ex. 4.21. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Chacarera, mm. 44–46. 
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After the repetition of the secondary theme, there is a retransition to the primary material 
based on new material. The introductory motive returns after the last statement of the primary 
theme and is abruptly interrupted by a full measure of rest, lengthened with a fermata. Material 
from the primary theme returns in a slowed-down, three-measure codetta before a conclusive and 
brisk statement of the first theme (Tempo I) ends on a resolute A major chord (violin pizzicato). 
Canción de Cuna 
 The fourth piece, Canción de Cuna, is an E-minor lullaby written in 2/4, marked Lento—
muy expresivo. This piece is a variation on a type of lullaby popular in Latin America called 
arrorró. The violin is muted during the entire piece. The theme begins with a motive consisting 
of a repeated tonic (E) and an ascending minor third (see Ex. 4.22). Lullabies often use a 
descending minor third, referred to as the “calling third.”36 In this case, Gianneo chooses the 
ascending minor third, which is featured in lullabies such as Brahms' cradle song Wiegenlied, 
op.49 no. 4. 
 
Ex. 4.22. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Canción de Cuna, mm. 1–4. 
 
36 Jan Ling, A History of European Folk Music (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 1997), 46. 
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 The same theme is varied and transposed throughout the piece. The first statement, in E 
minor (eight measures), arrives in A minor and then modulates to D minor. The eight-measure 
theme is stated in D minor, followed by a brief retransition to a final E minor statement of the 
theme (see Fig. 4.7). 
 
Fig. 4.7. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Canción de Cuna. Formal analysis. 
In measure 26, Gianneo includes an Italian augmented-sixth chord, the resolution of 
which is peculiar. The chord includes pitches F, A, and D-sharp—in common-practice voice 
leading, both D-sharp and F should resolve to the note E. Instead, Gianneo prolongs pitches A 
and D-sharp, while other pitches change melodically, resolving F to F-sharp (rather than F to E) 
and D-sharp to B (rather than the expected E). 
In measure 36, a C dominant seventh chord (in third inversion) only briefly resolves in 
passing tones to the expected F-major chord. The following measure settles into E minor, where 
the music stays until the end of the movement (see Ex. 4.23). Even though Gianneo uses clear 
tonal harmonies in this piece, he does not always follow traditional common-practice chord 
progressions and voice leading.       
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Ex. 4.23. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Canción de Cuna, mm. 36–39. 
Zapateado 
 The final piece, Zapateado, is a lively binary dance in G major with a 6/8 meter (see Fig. 
4.8 for a brief formal analysis). It is marked Vivo, non troppo. The zapateado is a type of dance 
which involves foot percussion, such as high-speed stamping and tapping of the heels and toes, 
similar to flamenco dancing.37  
 
Fig. 4.8. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Zapateado. Formal analysis. 
 
The piece begins with three sustained tones, each with a fermata, with harmonies G, A 
minor/diminished (the chord includes pitches E-natural and E-sharp), and D dominant seventh. A 
lively and energetic theme is presented in the violin (see Ex. 4.24), followed by a section 
 
37 Sally Sanford, “Zapateado.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 5 June 2020. 
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-4002215144. 
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featuring double-stops. Then comes a section with arpeggios that alternate between tonic and 
dominant in traditional folk fashion, with a 6/8 meter over a 3/4 pattern. In the second half of the 
binary form, the material from the beginning is repeated, though this time, the tonic-dominant 
arpeggiated section ends on the tonic. This lighthearted movement ends on a pleasant G major 
chord with pizzicati in the violin part. 
 
Ex. 4.24. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Zapateado, mm. 1–4. 
 The piece includes multiple instances of chord progressions that follow traditional, 
common-practice schemes. In measures 16–17, as the piece begins to modulate to D major, its 
secondary dominant (A major) is heard as an actual dominant while D is tonicized. In the 
recapitulation, this secondary dominant (A) quickly leads to a D dominant seventh chord 
resolving to G major (see Ex. 4.25). 
 
Ex. 4.25. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas, Zapateado, mm. 50–51. 
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Tres Piezas for Violin Solo 
Tres Piezas38 (1963) includes three short pieces—Preludio, Danza, and Canción—lasting 
approximately six minutes. This piece is one of Gianneo’s few explorations of serial 
composition. Later in his life, the composer wrote a handful of serial compositions including 
cantata Angor Dei for soprano and orchestra (1962), Tres Piezas for violin solo (1963), Sinfonía 
Antífona (1963), Poema de la Saeta for voice and orchestra (1965), and Obertura del 
Sesquicentenario (1966), his last work.  
Along with serial processes, Gianneo includes folk rhythmic and melodic elements. The 
use of folk elements within a serial composition was not entirely a novelty. Composers such as 
Béla Bartók, known for the inclusion of folk rhythms and melodies in his works, included serial 
themes in his Violin Concerto No. 2, BB 117 (1937–38). Even though Bartók’s Violin Concerto 
is not entirely serial, unlike Gianneo’s Tres Piezas, the flexibility of treatment of serial themes 
are similar in these works. In Bartók’s Violin Concerto, the ordering of pitches is altered in 
subsequent reoccurrences of the themes, perhaps for aesthetic and sonorous preferences.39 
Gianneo’s use of the tone row in Tres Piezas is flexible and free, with pitches 
occasionally skipped or repeated—a type of serialism has been called “free twelve-tone” 
serialism by scholars such as Allan F. Moore, who states that aggregates where one or more 
pitch-classes are repeated shade into “free twelve-tone music.”40  
The entire work uses a single tone row in a straightforward manner. Whereas the first 
piece features the row only in its original form, the second piece highlights hexachords 
 
38 The title means “three pieces.” 
39 SoJin Kim, The Violin Concerti of Béla Bartók (Ph. D. Dissertation, Rice University, 2016), 80. 
40 Allan F. Moore, “Serialism and Its Contradictions,” International Review of Aesthetics and Sociology of Music 
26/1 (June 1995), 81. 
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separately and introduces a transposed version of the row. The last piece showcases partial and 
full inversions of the tone row.  
There are two versions of Tres Piezas. There are no major structural differences between 
versions—thematic material, dynamics, texture, and tone row structure remain identical. 
Differences mainly include rhythm and pitch occurrence and organization. The length is also 
slightly different  (see Fig. 4.9). 
 
Fig. 4.9. Gianneo, Tres Piezas for violin solo. Length comparison chart. 
Preludio 
The first piece is based on the tone row F-sharp, G, E-flat, A, D, C-sharp, B, C, A-flat, B-
flat, F, and E, which is presented in the opening of the piece (see Ex. 4.26). This row is never 
inverted or transposed, remaining always in the same form, and stated in its entirety a total of 
nine times. Occasionally, notes are skipped or repeated, either individually or as a collection of 
pitches (see Ex. 4.26, repeated notes circled in red). Throughout the piece, intervals are inverted, 
but pitch-class remains ordered.  
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Ex. 4.26. Gianneo, Tres Piezas for violin solo, Preludio, mm. 1–6.  
The piece begins with a lyrical melodic motive that returns in the last statement of the 
tone row, this time with the same rhythmic figuration and slightly modified interval direction. In 
the first statement, pitches ascend, except for the first F-sharp (see Ex. 4.26, above). Gianneo 
inverts the intervals in the row’s final statement to create a descending phrase (see Ex. 4.27).       
 
Ex. 4.27. Gianneo, Tres Piezas for violin solo, Preludio, mm. 21–22. 
Melodic statements are not always divided according to the tone row; the last note of the 
first statement occasionally serves as the upbeat to the following melodic statement. Similarly, 
the penultimate statement is fully connected with the previous one, where running sixteenth 
notes finish and begin two separate tone rows. 
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Danza 
The second piece is cheerful and lively.41 The 6/8 time signature and the presence of 
hemiolas and displaced accents emulate Argentine folk dances such as the chacarera.42 As noted 
above, it uses the tone row from the Preludio. 
The piece is in a small ternary form (A A’A, see Fig. 4.10). The first section (mm. 1–20) 
has a light and bright character, while the middle section (mm. 21–75) begins with longer, more 
lyrical lines and legato textures, which later transform back into the previous rustic and bright 
character. The return of the first section in measure 76 omits the first pitch of the tone row (F-
sharp). A and A’ share clear parallels in material, but material from A is never repeated exactly. 
The piece ends with a brief and energized codetta. 
 
Fig. 4.10. Gianneo, Tres Piezas for violin solo, Danza. Formal analysis. 
The first eight measures alternate and repeat pitches from the first hexachord: F-sharp, G, 
E-flat, A, D, and C-sharp. Rather than presenting the row in its entirety, the piece often restricts 
the pitch content by using repetitions of this hexachord and its transposition. The only 
transposition of the tone row in the entire work occurs in the middle section in this piece in 
measures 46–56, where it appears a major second below the original row (T3). The transposed 
section at first transposes only the first hexachord (see Fig. 4.11) and later includes the 
transposed second hexachord (see Fig 4.12). 
 
41 The first version of the piece indicates a tempo of dotted quarter note equals 112–120. 
42 See more information about chacarera in the analysis of Cinco Piezas. 
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Fig. 4.11. Gianneo, Tres Piezas for violin solo, Danza. First hexachord transposition.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.12. Gianneo, Tres Piezas for violin solo, Danza. Second hexachord transposition.  
Even though the pitch-classes are stated in order, pitches are occasionally elided. In the 
third measure, for example, the hexachord ending in C-sharp is followed by the new statement 
starting on G, not F-sharp (see Ex. 4.28). 
 
Ex. 4.28. Gianneo, Tres Piezas for violin solo, Danza, mm. 1–4. 
 The piece, written in 6/8, often uses displaced accents to create a hemiola, an effect 
typical of Argentine folk music (see Ex. 4.29). 
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Ex. 4.29. Gianneo, Tres Piezas for violin solo, Danza, mm. 61–74. 
Another folk rhythmic feature used in this piece is the combination of two measures with 
an accent pattern that gives the impression of three measures. For example, measures 11 and 12 
could be heard as three measures in 4/4 (see Ex. 4.30). 
 
Ex. 4.30. Gianneo, Tres Piezas for violin solo, Danza, mm. 11–13. 
Canción 
The last piece begins with an inversion of the same tone row used in the other 
movements, but for the first time in the entire piece, Gianneo presents it in inversion. The 
movement’s texture features double-stops almost throughout, with stem direction clearly 
indicating two-part counterpoint. In measures 1–3, the soprano line includes an inversion of the 
second hexachord (E, F, B-flat, A-flat, C, and B) while the bass line states an inversion of the 
first hexachord (C-sharp, D, A, E [later E-flat], G, F-sharp). The pitch which should correspond 
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to E-flat is written E-natural, and only appears as E-flat in the following measure (m. 4) (see Ex. 
4.31). 
 
Ex. 4.31. Gianneo, Tres Piezas for violin solo, Canción, mm. 1–4. 
The first 13 measures of this piece present only inversions of the tone row. In measure 
13, the bass line states the tone row in its original form for the first time. Measures 16–18 are 
very free, and the row is hardly discernible. In this section, the composer takes more liberties 
with the order of pitches and enharmonic spellings: for instance, C-sharp is spelled as D-flat and 
B-flat is spelled A-sharp. 
At the end of measure 18, there is a return to clear statements of the row in original form, 
although the pitch B-flat is skipped entirely. In the first version of the piece, B-flat is included to 
finish the tone row (see Ex. 4.32 and 4.33). Both versions of the piece are identical in material 
and structure. However, as in this instance, pitch occurrence and organization vary slightly 
between both versions. 
 
Ex. 4.32. Gianneo, Tres Piezas for violin solo, Canción, mm. 20–21. First version. 
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Ex. 4.33. Gianneo, Tres Piezas for violin solo, Canción, mm. 20–21. Second version. 
 
The last few measures use a rhythmic pattern typical of Argentine folk music, a set of 
repeated pitches in the low register of the instrument. The rhythmical figure consists of a dotted 
eighth note followed by a sixteenth note and two eighth notes (see Ex. 4.34). Gianneo frequently 
uses this pattern, writing it not only in Tres Piezas but in other compositions including Cinco 
Piezas for violin solo (Vidala, m. 38) and the Sonata for Violin and Piano (movement II, m. 
114). Sometimes it has a dotted eighth rest instead of the initial dotted eight note (see Ex. 4.35) 
or it includes more repeated eighth notes to complete the appropriate time signature (see Ex. 
4.36).  
 
Ex. 4.34. Gianneo, Tres Piezas for violin solo, Canción, mm. 32–33. 
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Ex. 4.35. Gianneo, Sonata for Violin and Piano, movement II, piano, mm. 113–114. 
 
 
 
 
Ex. 4.36. Gianneo, Cinco Piezas for violin and piano, Vidala, piano, m. 38. 
 This folk rhythmic pattern is present at least once in all the works analyzed in this 
chapter. It is representative of the folk elements that permeate Gianneo’s compositions, 
imprinting a nationalist seal. Despite the differences in harmonic language, the Sonata for Violin 
and Piano, Cinco Piezas for violin and piano, Tres Piezas for violin solo, and the Aymara Violin 
Concerto (Chapter 3) share the intent of expressing a national sentiment.  
 In his attempt to express himself and create music that reflects a national character, 
Gianneo breaks all boundaries set by compositional techniques and styles. The Sonata for Violin 
and Piano (1935) represents a more modern style, using neotonal harmonies. The Aymara Violin 
Concerto (1942) examines all possibilities of using pentatonic language while avoiding 
monotony. Cinco Piezas (1942) is a return to simplicity within tonality as an homage to authentic 
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Argentine folk music, and Tres Piezas (1963) was one of Gianneo’s first explorations of 
serialism while preserving folk elements. 
 In the same way that Gianneo was not constrained by technique, he did not let style 
confine him. Gianneo believed that national identity would naturally come to the surface of 
artistic works, expressing itself distinctively in each individual artist. All works analyzed in this 
document are proof of Gianneo’s versatility as a composer. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
Luis Gianneo’s Legacy 
 On August 4, 1968, a few days before his death, Gianneo attended his last concert. The 
Orquesta Sinfónica de Tucumán, conducted by Alfredo Brú, played Gianneo’s most famous 
work, his symphonic poem El Tarco en Flor.1 Gianneo composed this work in homage to the 
beautiful pale indigo flower of the tree known as Tarco (name used mostly in northern 
Argentina) or Jacarandá2 (Guaraní language origin).3 Listening to the Tucumán Symphony play 
his music while remembering the blooming of flowers in the northwestern spring in Tucumán, 
where he spent 20 years, was a peaceful moment in Gianneo’s last days. 
 On August 15, 1968, Gianneo began his daily work with revising his piece 
Transfiguration for baritone and orchestra. A heart attack took his life suddenly at the end of the 
day. Gianneo’s legacy as composer, conductor, and pedagogue is enriched by others’ memories 
and accounts of him as a loving and virtuous family man who was respected and appreciated by 
friends and colleagues.4 
 Multiple Argentine institutions and organizations, including the Academia Nacional de 
Bellas Artes, Facultad de Artes y Ciencias Musicales de la Universidad Católica Argentina, 
                                                 
1 Jorge Oscar Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Culturales Argentinas, 1980), 31. 
2 Jacaranda mimosifolia. 
3 Florencia Cesio, “La Magia del Jacarandá: todo sobre el árbol que tiñe la ciudad en primavera,” La Nación 
(Buenos Aires, Argentina), 28 August 2019, 1.  
4 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 88. 
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Conservatorio Nacional, Escuela Superior de Bellas Artes de la Universidad de La Plata, 
Conservatorio de la Provincia de Buenos Aires, Teatro Colón, Sociedad Argentina de Educación 
Musical, and Sociedad Sarmiento, declared a period of official mourning upon Gianneo’s death. 
Newspapers in Buenos Aires and across the entire country payed homage to Gianneo’s memory 
and shared the sad news. 
 Many national musical personalities5 spoke at his funeral on August 17 at the Cementerio 
de la Recoleta, including world-renowned composer Alberto Ginastera.6 The 1968 Septiembre 
Musical7 in Tucumán was dedicated to Gianneo. In the following years, orchestras, chamber 
music ensembles, and institutions including the Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional, Trío Estable del 
Instituto Superior de Música de Rosario, Conservatorio Nacional, Escuela superior de Bellas 
Artes de la Universidad de La Plata, Ensamble de Buenos Aires, and Orquesta Filarmónica de 
Buenos Aires honored Gianneo’s memory in concerts.8   
At the Conservatorio Nacional, the award granted to the best composition graduate was 
named the “Luis Gianneo” award (1970).9 Many conservatories and music departments were 
named after Gianneo, including the Departamento de Música de la Escuela Superior de Bellas 
Artes de la Universidad Nacional de La Plata, Conservatorio Provincial “Luis Gianneo” in Mar 
del Plata, and the “Luis Gianneo” library at the Conservatorio “Gilardo Gilardi” in La Plata. 
After Gianneo’s death, the Aymara Violin Concerto became one of his most performed 
works. On August 14, 1978, on the tenth anniversary of Gianneo’s death, Gianneo's daughter 
                                                 
5 Among the speakers were Juan Francisco Giacobbe, Roberto García Morillo, Alicia Terzián, Rodolfo Arizaga, and 
Héctor della Costa. 
6 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 89–90. 
7 Septiembre Musical (Musical September) is a music festival organized by the government of Tucumán every 
September. 
8 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 91–94. 
9 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 94. 
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Brunilda participated in a performance of the Aymara Violin Concerto with the Orquesta 
Sinfónica Nacional under conductor Pedro Ignacio Calderón.10 On that same day, a memorial 
concert was organized by the Conservatorio Nacional. 
On the twentieth anniversary of Gianneo’s twentieth death, August 18, 1988,  another 
concert in homage of the composer took place at the Salón Dorado in the Teatro Colón. Two 
sonatas by Gianneo were heard at this event, the Sonata for Flute and Piano and the Sonata for 
Violin and Piano. Brunilda Gianneo played the violin sonata with pianist Manuel Rego.11 
Most of Gianneo’s works were recorded after his death. In 1997, in celebration of the 
composer’s 100th birth anniversary, the label Testigo released the first professional recording of 
the Aymara Violin Concerto by the Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional, conducted by Pedro Ignacio 
Calderón and featuring soloist Luis Roggero, who was concertmaster in the orchestra.12  
A three-volume series of discs titled Latin-American Classics (released in 2002) includes 
Gianneo’s complete piano solo works.13 Multiple soloists participated in this release including 
pianists Dora de Marinis, Elena Dabul, Alejandro Cremaschi, Pervez Mody, and Fernando Viani. 
This large-scale project was followed by a multiple disk release in 2010, commemorating 
the national bicentenary. This recording of the Orquesta Sinfónica de Salta under Luis Gorelik 
exclusively included works by Argentine composers.14 Gianneo was the only composer 
                                                 
10 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 95. 
11 See Appendix C: Concert Programs. 
12 Pedro I. Calderón, Luis Roggero, and Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional. Ginastera, Gianneo, Piazzolla: Argentine 
Masters Volume 1. CD, Testigo TT10121, 1997.  
13 Dora De Marinis et. al., Latin-America Classics: Luis Gianneo Vol. 1. CD, Marco-Polo B0000631BE, 2002; Dora 
De Marinis et. al., Latin-America Classics: Luis Gianneo Vol. 2. CD, Marco-Polo B01K8O09S0, 2002; Dora De 
Marinis et. al., Latin-America Classics: Luis Gianneo Vol 3. CD, Marco-Polo B000QQP0AI, 2002. 
14 Luis Gorelik, Tatiana Samouil, and Orquesta Sinfónica de Salta. Concierto del Bicentenario: 200 años de Música 
Argentina. CD, Sony Music B003JV580E, 2010. 
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represented by more than one work: the Aymara Violin Concerto (Tatiana Samouil, soloist) and 
Obertura para una Comedia Infantil. 15 
In 2011, Cuarteto Gianneo,16 the award-winning string quartet named after the composer, 
released their first volume of Gianneo’s complete string quartet works, including Cuarteto 
Criollo No.1 and No. 3 and Tres Piezas Criollas17 for string quartet.18 In the same year, violinist 
Alejandro Drago released a disc including Gianneo’s Tres Piezas for violin solo.19 Cuarteto 
Petrus20 included Tres Piezas Criollas for string quartet in their disc Tango Ballet released in 
2012.21  
More recently, on August 17, 2018, in remembrance of the 50th anniversary of Gianneo’s 
death, the Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional (conducted by Pablo Boggiano) included Gianneo’s 
Sinfonía de las Américas in its program. In the same year, Cuarteto Gianneo payed homage to 
the composer by performing his works for string quartet at the Salón Dorado in the Teatro 
Colón, which included Gianneo’s Cuarteto Criollo No. 1–4, Tres Piezas Criollas, and Cuatro 
Cantos Incaicos for string quartet.22 
Gianneo’s works reach far beyond Argentine borders. According to José Santillán, 
representative of Melos Ediciones Musicales in Buenos Aires (which administrates Gianneo’s 
copyright and score rentals), Gianneo’s works are requested around the world, including from 
                                                 
15 Other composers whose works are included on this disc are Gilardo Gilardi, Eduardo Falú, Alberto Ginastera, 
Virtú Maragno, Juan José Castro, Carlos López Buchardo, and Gerardo Gandini. 
16 Cuarteto Gianneo’s members are Luis Roggero (who also recorded the Aymara Violin Concerto with the 
Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional) and Sebastián Masci, violins, Julio Domínguez, viola, and Matías Villafañe, cello.  
17 This work consists of three short pieces titled Lamento Quichua, Triste, and Criolla. 
18 Cuarteto Gianneo, Complete Works for String Quartet Vol. 1, CD, Tradition B004LZ4NB2 (2011). 
19 Alejandro Drago, Classical Music Collection, CD, Tradition B000ZHP94A (2011). 
20 Cuarteto Petrus’ members are Pablo Saraví and Hernán Briático, violins, Silvina Alvarez, viola, and Gloria 
Pankaeva, cello. 
21 Cuarteto Petrus, Tango Ballet, CD, VARS B008YD4TF2 (2012). 
22 This homage took place over two days, August 4 and August 25, 2018. Works performed on August 4 included 
Cuarteto Criollo 1 and 3, and Tres Piezas Criollas. On August 25, the works included were Cuarteto Criollo 2 and 
4, and Cuatro Cantos Incaicos. See Appendix A for catalog of works for strings. 
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performers in France, Spain, Switzerland, the United States, and many other countries.23 
Santillán claims that El Tarco en Flor and the Aymara Violin Concerto are the most often 
requested scores for performance in Argentina and around the world, while other works have 
lesser circulation. For example, the Aymara Violin Concerto was included in the Orchestre 
Universitaire de Lille’s Fall 2019 program “Amérique Latine” in France.24  
The aforementioned concerts and homages to the memory of the composer are a small 
sampling of the many events that occurred in Argentina and around the world after the 
composer’s passing.  
Gianneo is still remembered and admired, and his music performed. However, sources 
rarely do justice to Gianneo’s versatility as a composer. This study seeks to begin to correct this 
shortcoming by addressing Gianneo’s exploration of a variety of different styles and 
compositional techniques, both historically and through the analysis of his works for violin.  
Gianneo’s music has been often described as mostly tonal and simple, which is generally 
inaccurate, as we have seen in this study. The entry on Gianneo in Nicolas Slonimsky’s book 
Music of Latin America, released in 1945, quickly became outdated as Gianneo continued to 
develop as a composer until his death in 1968. Nevertheless, this book is still used as a source of 
information about Gianneo, as an unfortunately limited number of sources in English include a 
deep study of the composer’s music. Slonimsky set up Gianneo’s reputation in the English-
speaking public by stating that, “As a composer, Gianneo cultivates native folklore; his harmonic 
treatment is basically tonal, with little elaboration.”25 Even this description of Gianneo’s music 
was outdated before it was published: as was pointed out in Chapter 4 of this study, the 
                                                 
23 José Santillán, phone interview, 10 June 2020. 
24 Orchestre Universitaire de Lille. http://www.oulille.com/-Programme-; accessed 11 June 2020. 
25 Slonimsky, Music of Latin America, 90. 
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composer’s Sonata for Violin and Piano, which was written 10 years before the release of 
Slonimsky’s book, already showed a complex tonal language and dissonant treatment of 
harmonies. 
This oversimplification of Gianneo’s style contrasts with another inaccurate 
representation of his music. In the book Musics of Latin America, Gianneo is lumped together 
with composers Juan José Castro and Juan Carlos Paz as part of the Grupo Renovación. The 
author, Deborah Schwartz-Kates, says that, “Together, they studied the latest international trends 
and applied them to Argentine music. They championed dissonant atonal music (which lacked a 
tonality or key […]) along with serialism.”26 In fact, the only member of the Grupo Renovación 
who embraced serialism early in his development as a composer was Juan Carlos Paz. The 
author continues, “They employed Neoclassicism, reviving traditional forms of the past, but 
viewed from a contemporary perspective.”27 This last statement certainly does more justice to 
Gianneo’s style. Nevertheless, the reader might erroneously deduce that Gianneo’s music is 
mostly dissonant and/or atonal.  
Describing Gianneo as purely tonal is as unfair as simply highlighting his use of 
dissonance and serialism. Gianneo’s music was at times mostly tonal, and neotonal on other 
occasions; he used dissonances freely when needed, and delved into serialism from time to time 
later in his life. Gianneo’s works show a range of influences from neoclassical and impressionist 
to avant-garde in his serialism.  
At the same time, Gianneo’s nationalism and use of Argentine folk elements transcended 
all of these labels. Gianneo claimed that “since I began writing music […], I held the conviction 
                                                 
26 Deborah Schwartz-Kates, “Argentina and the Rioplatense Region,” in Musics of Latin America, eds. Robin Moore 
and Walter Aaron Clark (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2012), 314. 
27 Deborah Schwartz-Kates, “Argentina and the Rioplatense Region,” 314. 
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that my works should contain something that would give them the Argentine citizenship, not 
basing them in our folklore, but through expressing authentically our way of being.”28 As 
Gianneo believed that the eclecticism of big cities drowns out purer modalities, it was only after 
he moved to Tucumán that he began to free himself from foreign influences and let this new 
environment impact his work. In the composer’s own words, this is the period when he wrote 
works which “represent an authentic Argentine expression,” such as El Tarco en Flor, Turay-
Turay, and Canción y Danza, among many others.29 This nationalist sentiment was the most 
constant element in Gianneo’s compositions.   
Gianneo disliked both stylistic labels and purely technical approaches to composition. As 
cited in Chapter 2, the composer stated that “[thus] we discover the reason behind the angst in 
today’s art: technique drowns inspiration.”30 Gianneo strongly believed in creating art that 
expressed the internal state of the creator, rather than committing blindly to a specific style or 
compositional technique. As presented in this study, Gianneo’s compositions serve as testimony 
to this belief. 
It is unfortunate that the richness and creativity of Gianneo’s music has been 
oversimplified or overlooked for years, especially outside of Argentina. In 2002, Andrew 
Gordon interviewed Argentine conductor Pedro Ignacio Calderón, who became assistant 
conductor with the New York Philharmonic for a year in 1963 after winning the Dimitri 
Mitropoulous Competition.31 Gordon asked, “In the U.S. the only Argentine composer who is 
well known is Ginastera. Who are the other prominent composers and in what direction is their 
                                                 
28 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 46. 
29 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 46. 
30 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 75. 
31 Pedro Ignacio Calderón served as Musical Director of the Orquesta Sinfónica de Tucumán, Orquesta Filarmónica 
de Buenos Aires, Orquesta Estable del Teatro Colón, and Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional in Argentina. 
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music going?” Calderón replied, “In addition to Ginastera we have Juan José Castro, Luis 
Gianneo, [among others].”32 Calderón continued, “There are many other composers who may not 
be known to you in the states [sic] but their compositions are played in Europe and all over South 
America.”33 It is not surprising that Gianneo’s name quickly came to mind when thinking about 
the greatest Argentine composers.  
The lack of published studies in English on Gianneo’s music, the only recent increase in 
the discography of his works (in approximately the last 20 years), and the difficulty in obtaining 
legible copies of his music34 are perhaps the most significant reasons why Gianneo’s name has 
not been justly recognized internationally. Gianneo’s work is still protected by copyright, and 
most of his music remains in manuscript form; heavily marked up, it is occasionally burdensome 
to read.35 It is also common for modern orchestral musicians to demand digital copies of scores, 
which in this case are not available. Even though Melos Ediciones Musicales, the company that 
rents out the composer’s scores, has digitalized the score of El Tarco en Flor, due to its high 
demand, many other scores remain in manuscript. According to Melos Ediciones Musicales’ 
representative José Santillán, the company will need to edit and digitalize more material in the 
coming years to accommodate demand.36 
Because so few of Gianneo’s works have been published, violinists have had limited 
access to his music. An exception is Cinco Piezas for violin and piano, which was published in 
an engraved format in 1942. As a result, it is not surprising that this work has been included in 
many concert programs and it is one of Gianneo’s most performed chamber works. Currently, it 
                                                 
32 Andrew Gordon, “An Interview with Pedro Ignacio Calderon,” 29. 
33 Andrew Gordon, “An Interview with Pedro Ignacio Calderon,” 29. 
34 Most of Gianneo’s music exists in copy of manuscripts. 
35 Cuarteto Gianneo has edited and digitalized most of the string quartet works for their performances. Copies of 
their digitalized editions were generously shared by the members of the quartet for the present study.  
36 Santillán, phone interview, 10 June 2020. 
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is performed more often than Gianneo’s acclaimed Sonata for Violin and Piano, which remains 
in a manuscript format. A major problem for violinists who want to perform the Aymara Violin 
Concerto is that there is no piano reduction available of the work, limiting opportunities for this 
work to be included only in symphonic performances.  
Tres Piezas Criollas for string quartet is among the selected works published by Melos 
Ediciones Musicales. A modernized edition was released in 2015, revised by Federico 
Sarudiansky, as part of a series of scores published under the title Serie Argentina. The score 
includes Guillo Espel’s notes about the series, and comments about Gianneo’s life and works by 
Pablo Saraví, concertmaster of the Orquesta Filarmónica de Buenos Aires. Saraví states that “It 
makes me happy that Melos Ediciones Musicales has decided to edit these works since until now 
they have been circulating as copies or manuscripts […] or digital. With the printed diffusion of 
the chamber works by Gianneo, our chamber musical heritage, will certainly know wider and 
deserved horizons so far [sic].”37 
The current growing interest in recording, editing, and publishing the composer’s music 
aligns with the collective desire to bring light to his music and legacy. As a result, this study has 
endeavored to provide more comprehensive coverage of Gianneo’s life and legacy with the 
intention of encouraging the study, performance, recording, editing, and publication of 
Gianneo’s music. Moreover, I have sought to contribute to a comprehensive understanding of his 
multifaceted and unique style, which was acclaimed in both national and international critics 
during the composer’s lifetime. 
Critics from Argentina and abroad recognized early on that Gianneo’s Sonata for Violin 
and Piano was more complex than at first glance. At the time of its premiere in 1935, critics 
                                                 
37 Pablo Saraví, “Note,” reface to the score of Tres Piezas Criollas (Buenos Aires: Melos Ediciones Musicales, 
2015), N/A. 
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swiftly perceived its “modernism.” The newspaper El Orden wrote, “[Gianneo’s Sonata for 
Violin and Piano] brought enthusiastic applause from metropolitan critics. […] We perceived 
something original, very modern, where palpitations of intensity reflected a unique style […].”38 
The newspaper La Prensa commended Gianneo’s compositional style after the premiere. Critics 
considered Gianneo’s compositional evolution progressive and claimed that Gianneo’s works 
were among select modernist compositions that did not lose spontaneity and creativity. Critics 
went as far as to claim that Gianneo was the best representative of modernism in Argentina.39 
While Gianneo’s Sonata for Violin and Piano was considered to be a modernist work, his 
Cinco Piezas for violin and piano represent a style of simplicity reminiscent of pure folk music. 
Even so, Gianneo adds flavorful and unexpected turns and harmonies. This pieces best describes 
the reputation that Gianneo gained as a composer whose music is, in the words of author Oreste 
Schiuma, “fresh and delicate, […] where there is honesty as an unmistakable seal, restraint and 
modesty, and elegant phrasing in expression.”40 
In a number of ways, the Aymara Violin Concerto represents a blending of modernist and 
folk-like styles by being based on pentatonic motives. Gianneo was able to masterfully bring 
variety, emotion, and beauty to this work, which—due to its limited compositional techniques—
could easily have become monotonous. Critics complimented the composer on his original 
treatment of pentatonic motives. Enrique Larroque wrote, “Music based on a five-pitch scale 
carries the danger of generating monotony. Gianneo knew how to overcome such a stumbling 
block by varying and applying with pleasure the indigenous melodies without thereby removing 
any of its flavor.”41 
                                                 
38 “Una Obre de L. Gianneo Aplaude la Crítica de la Capital Federal,” El Orden, 1935. 
39 “Una Obre de L. Gianneo Aplaude la Crítica de la Capital Federal.” 
40 Oreste Schiuma, Música y Músicos Argentinos (Buenos Aires: Editorial Lorenzo Raño, 1943), 153–154. 
41 Enrique Larroque, “Música Argentina en el Colón,” La Semana Lirica, 1944. 
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Music critics and followers of Gianneo’s art were surprised by his use of serialism at the 
end of his life in pieces such as Tres Piezas for violin solo. Gianneo’s progression from a Neo-
Classical style to serialism follows the path taken by Stravinsky, whom Gianneo admired 
greatly and whose works Gianneo studied in depth; Gianneo was fortunate to be able to attend 
Stravinsky’s lecture in Argentina in 1936. Gianneo, like Stravinsky, had a high regard for the 
state of aesthetics in his time. It has been said that, despite his change of language from tonality 
to serialism, Gianneo never changed his musical personality and his desire to express his inner 
voice using different techniques.42  
Gianneo had the privilege of maturing in an Argentina that was blossoming culturally, 
despite two world wars. In his youth, the composer had the opportunity to grow and develop in a 
serene environment in Tucumán while discovering his own voice. Later, his travels to Europe 
and other countries in Latin America enriched his perspective and widened his knowledge of 
world events. Finally, upon his permanent return to Buenos Aires, Gianneo became connected 
with institutions and organizations of international renown. During his 20 years in the north of 
the country, Gianneo did not isolate himself. The composer stayed current with the happenings in 
Buenos Aires, where international personalities visited, performed, and taught. The composer 
often travelled to the nation’s capital city, known as Capital Federal, to attend premieres and 
performances of his own works and those of his colleagues at the Grupo Renovación.  
Later in his life, Gianneo reflected on the events he witnessed during his lifetime. In 1963 
he claimed that “In these last fifty years, so restless and disoriented, works of value have been 
made that will remain as valuable exponents of the turbulent time in which we have had to 
live.”43 The composer acknowledged that the angst of contemporary art, in its continuous search 
                                                 
42 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 90. 
43 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 75. 
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for new artistic means and approaches, occasionally created chaos. Always faithful to the artistic 
expression of the creator’s inner state, Gianneo remained skeptical of traditions that sought to cut 
all ties with traditions of the past.44  
In the end, Gianneo refused to let technique choke off expression. The vitality, freedom, 
and freshness of his music is a result of this aesthetic principle. Gianneo continued evolving and 
rediscovering himself, his compositions, and his inner voice until his last hours. He remained 
hopeful and committed to creating authentic works of art, advancing musical and cultural 
institutions, and inspiring young minds to be motivated and devoted to genuine expression. 
 
 
                                                 
44 Pickenhayn, Luis Gianneo, 75. 
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Tres Piezas Criollas for string quartet (1923) 
- Lamento Quichua 
- Criolla 
- Nocturno 
Cuatro Cantos Incaicos for string quartet (1924) 
- Himno al sol 
- Marcha del Inca 
- Huayñu 
- Danza Aymará 
Trio No. 1 for violin, cello, and piano (1925)  
- Allegro moderato 
- Presto 
- Lento 
- Animato 
Tres Danzas for piano, violin, and cello (1928) 
- Güeya 
- Bailecito 
- Pieza con ritmo de Zamba 
Sonata for Cello and Piano (1934) 
- Allegro non troppo 
- Andante  
- Allegro 
Sonata for Violin and Piano (1935) 
- Allegro moderato 
- Lento 
- Allegro scherzando 
Cuarteto Criollo No.1 (1936) 
- Allegro vivo 
- Andante 
- Allegro brioso 
Trio para Arcos for violin, viola, and cello (1938) 
- Allegro moderato 
- Andante 
- Allegro vivo 
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Cinco Piezas for violin and piano (1942) 
- Vidala 
- Canción Incaica 
- Chacarera 
- Canción de cuna 
- Zapateado  
Concierto Aymara for violin and orchestra (1942) 
- Sostenuto un poco solenne, Allegro molto moderato 
- Lento 
- Non troppo vivo 
Trio No. 2 for violin, cello, and piano (1943) 
- Andante y Vivace ma non troppo 
- Lento 
- Allegro energico 
Cuarteto Criollo No.2 (1944) 
- Allegro moderato 
- Scherzo 
- Molto sostenuto 
- Allegro 
Preludio y Fuga for strings (1946) 
Sonatina for harp (1946) 
- Dulce y sonriente 
- Arietta 
- Presto 
Cuarteto Criollo No.3 (1952)  
- Allegro 
- Adagio 
- Allegretto piacevole 
Cuarteto Criollo No.4 (1958) 
- Animato 
- Allegretto 
- Lento 
- Finale 
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Tres Piezas for violin solo (1963)  
- Preludio 
- Danza 
- Canción 
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Fig. C1. Concert Program. April 12, 1944. Teatro Colón.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
1 Program archived at the Instituto de Investigación en Etnomusicología in Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
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Fig. C2. Concert Program. May 13, 1944. Teatro Colón.2 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
2 Program archived at the Instituto de Investigación en Etnomusicología in Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
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Fig. C3. Concert Program. August 18, 1988. Teatro Colón.3 
 
 
 
                                                          
3 Program archived at the Instituto de Investigación en Etnomusicología in Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
